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Abstract—Integrating the various embedded devices and
systems in our environment enables an Internet of Things
(IoT) for a smart city. The IoT will generate tremendous
amount of data that can be leveraged for safety, efficiency
and infotainment applications, and services for city resi-
dents. The management of this voluminous data through
its lifecycle is fundamental to the realization of smart
cities. Therefore, in contrast to existing surveys on smart
cities we provide a data-centric perspective, describing
the fundamental data management techniques employed
to ensure consistency, interoperability, granularity and re-
usability of the data generated by the underlying IoT for
smart cities. Essentially, the data lifecycle in a smart city is
dependent on tightly coupled data management with cross-
cutting layers of data security and privacy, and supporting
infrastructure. Therefore, we further identify techniques
employed for data security and privacy, and discuss the
networking and computing technologies that enable smart
cities. We highlight the achievements in realizing various
aspects of smart cities, present the lessons learnt and
identify limitations and research challenges.
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I. INTRODUCTION

TODAY, more than half of the world’s population

lives in cities [1] with more than six devices per

person connected to the Internet [2]. This implies that

billions of devices and systems are embedded in a

city’s infrastructure. These range from end-user devices

to municipal systems for smart lightning, road traffic
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Fig. 1: Fundamental objectives of smart cities.

and pedestrian management, water and gas monitoring,

structural monitoring and waste management, to smart

healthcare system, just to mention a few. Therefore, the

de facto expectation from a smart city is utilization of

idle computation and communication resources, integra-

tion, management and analysis of the tremendous data

to increase safety, efficiency, productivity and quality

of life for its citizens. Smart city applications mutually

benefit the citizens and the underlying environment, as

illustrated in Figure 1. They include: smart economy,

smart governance, smart people, smart mobility, smart

environment, and smart living [3].

Though, a formal definition of a smart city exists [4],

we propose a new definition from a data management

perspective. A smart city employs a combination of data

collection, processing, and disseminating technologies in

conjunction with networking and computing technolo-

gies and data security and privacy measures encouraging

application innovation to promote the overall quality

of life for its citizens and covering dimensions that

include: utilities, health, transportation, entertainment
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and government services.

A unified framework for data management is critical

and fundamental to a smart city and all its applications.

An essential requirement of the smart city is seamless,

efficient management and delivery of high quality and

tightly coupled Food, Energy, and Water (FEW) re-

sources. For instance, the smart integration of food and

agriculture administration with seamless monitoring of

raw and processed food quality delivered to the city can

greatly limit or detect the spread of deadly diseases and

bacteria like semolina poisoning. Similarly, the smart

management of water can ubiquitously detect harmful

bacteria and pollutants in water and alert municipal

authorities before spreading of diseases (e.g., using water

turbidity sensors). Also, smart energy sectors can man-

age energy production based on variable demands in the

city. However, there are major obstacles [5] hindering

smart cities.

Data management is an integral component in real-

izing the IoT for enabling the smart cities. Primarily,

it consists of data acquisition, processing and dissemi-

nation. Data acquisition includes data standards, quality

and use. These are essential for managing the myriad

data. Data standards ensure consistency across different

data acquisition techniques. For example, sensory data

acquired from Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) and

Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) must be in the

same type and format to enable data integration along

with efficient and useful processing. Data quality dic-

tates the sufficient dimensions of data, the necessary

granularity for effective functioning and leads to the

quintessential arguments regarding data fusion and deci-

sion fusion. Data fusion recommends using all the raw

data collected in the final processing, whereas decision

fusion aggregates raw data in clusters for information

processing.

Apart from data acquisition and processing, various

data access patterns and data analysis tools are nec-

essary so as to monitor and improve performance of

applications and services for efficient dissemination of

information within the smart city. For example, the

dimensions and granularity of the raw data necessary for

optimal functioning of IoT and smart city applications.

To infer the weather, that is, humidity, pressure, wind and

direction, and temperature of a region of observation, is

it necessary to query an entire embedded WSN, a subset

of the WSN or a single more powerful node, such as

the one employed by meteorologists? The large scale

granularity of the raw data gives insight to variation

and detailed analysis of weather conditions across the

area of interest whereas, probing a single more powerful

node gives faster and reliable information. Data quality

measures will strike a balance between efficiency and

overhead based on the objective of independent IoT and

smart city applications. Data use ensures reusability of

acquired data by identifying the applications and services

that require same set of data. The data use can also

ensure accuracy of the data collected for sharing amongst

a large number or critical applications and services. It

can enforce redundancy of acquired data for reliability

and resilience. These different aspects in data acquisition

are tightly coupled and require critical tradeoff analysis

of accuracy and efficiency versus overhead for cost,

computation and communication.

Last but not least, a smart city consists of various

categories of end-users, such as, citizens, government

agencies, industrial partners, etc. Each end-user has its

own set of requirements for smart city application and

services and the accepted quality of service (QoS). For

example, citizens in a smart home primarily require

high-speed connectivity to social networking sites with

high-resolution streaming on rich video content, whereas

public healthcare clinics may require secure connections

to servers in the cloud for storing and retrieving sensitive

patient healthcare information. Therefore, data manage-

ment must not only offer differentiated data distribution

amongst the different classes of end users, but also pri-

oritize data distribution based on the different categories

of end-users in the smart city.

The cross-layer challenge in realizing smart cities is

achieving resilience in data management against security

and privacy threats. Here, negligence in data security and

privacy is amplified in folds and can not only result in

faulty applications and services, but also in paralyzing

the entire city, as demonstrated by the Distributed Denial

of Service (DDoS) attack on Dyn in October 2016, in

which attackers used unsecure IoT devices [6]. There-

fore, networking and computing technologies are tightly

coupled across layers to enable smart cities that are built

for efficient data management and to withstand security

and privacy breaches and failures.

These facets are not mutually exclusive and may over-

lap significantly. Therefore, the realization of smart cities

is dependent upon an interoperable holistic approach

[7]. In this survey, we take a new perspective on smart

city. As illustrated in Figure 2, we view the journey of

data through a smart city beginning from the different

technologies for data collection, information processing

and distribution. This includes cross-layer challenges of

data security and privacy, and include softwarization and

virtualization techniques that enable different networking

and computing technologies to facilitate smart cities.

The rest of the survey is organized as follows. We

start with a comparison to the related surveys on Smart

Cities and highlight our contributions in Section II. In

Section III, we present a set of use cases deployed

for smart cities, noting the achievements and lessons

learnt. In Sections IV, V, and VI, we discuss the data
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Fig. 2: A holistic view of the data lifecycle, including

data management, data security and privacy, and network

and computing technologies in smart cities.

management techniques employed for acquisition, pro-

cessing and dissemination, identifying their limitations

and research challenges. Data security and privacy tech-

niques employed for smart cities to incorporate resilience

to threats are presented in Section VII. We review the

softwarization and virtualization of networking and com-

puting technologies that enable smart city deployment

and its applications and services in Section VIII. Finally,

we summarize and conclude this study in Section IX.

A list of the acronyms used in the survey is presented

in Section X. To facilitate reading, Figure 3 provides a

detailed structure of the survey.

II. RELATED WORK AND CONTRIBUTIONS

Tables I and II delineate the closely related surveys

on smart cities and demonstrate the novelty of our

survey. The literature review begins with a scrutiny

of the various definitions of a smart city presented

by Fernandez-Anez [4]. Arasteh et al. [8] discuss the

relationship between IoT and a smart city, while Luong

et al. [9] survey the economic and pricing theory and

their applications in data collection and communication

for IoT. Da Silva et al. [10] survey the architecture for

smart cities, while El Baz and Bourgeois [11] discuss the

architecture of a specific smart city application (Logistic

Mobile Application). Ijaz et al. [12] survey security

aspects of a smart city. Pellicer et al. [3] present an

overview of smart city deployments around the globe.

Petrolo et al. [13] provide a survey of the semantics used

by sensors in the Cloud for IoT applications in order to

bridge the gap between the Internet of Things and the

Cloud of Things. Perera et al. [14] discuss the role of Fog

computing in smart city applications. Shuai et al. [15]

provide a survey for a specific smart city application

called Electric Vehicles Charging. Wang and Sng [16]

survey the different deep learning algorithms, with video

analytics as a target smart city application. Rashid and

Rehmani [17] survey the application of Wireless Sensor

Networks in smart cities.

This survey is intrinsically different, due to its data-

centric view of smart city applications and services.

Djahel et al. [18] provide similar survey of data life cycle

in the context of Traffic Management Systems (TMS) for

smart cities, but is limited in its applicability to smart

city deployment, applications and services, since it is

focused on TMS only. Specifically, the contributions of

this survey can be delineated as:

1) We illustrate representative use cases from various

application domains including traffic management,

smart grids and smart healthcare. The presented

use cases are thoroughly explained, highlighting

the main components required by these applica-

tions.

2) We discuss preliminary deployments of the pre-

sented use cases in smart cities and highlight their

achievements and the lessons learnt.

3) We provide an in-depth review of data manage-

ment, including acquisition, processing and dis-

semination from algorithmic perspective (i.e., the

algorithms that can be used for data management)

and platform perspective (i.e., the computing plat-

forms to run the different algorithms).

4) We evaluate the state-of-the-art data management

techniques, data security and privacy techniques

and networking and computing technologies that

enable smart cities.

5) Throughout the survey, we draw higher-order in-

sights and discuss research challenges regarding

data management, security and enabling technolo-

gies in support of smart cities.

Our survey is beneficial for future research on smart

cities, as it comprehensively serves as a resource for data

management, data security and privacy and networking

and computing technologies enabling smart cities.

III. SMART CITY APPLICATION DEPLOYMENTS

In this section, we discuss five representative examples

of smart city applications that cover the six aspects of

smart cities as outlined in [3]. Specifically, we discuss

smart street light, smart traffic management, virtual

power plants in smart grids, smart emergency systems

and smart health. We also highlight the challenges faced

by these applications.

A. Smart Street Lights

Smart street lights are one of the many applications

that a smart city should target. By deploying smart street

lights, a smart city can reduce the energy consumption

by dimming lights depending on the time of day or

the location where traffic/pedestrian activities are low.
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Fig. 3: Structure of the survey.

TABLE I: COMPARISON OF RELATED WORK ON SMART CITY SURVEYS IN TERMS OF SMART CITY

DEFINITIONS, DATA MANAGEMENT, DATA SECURITY AND ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

Reference
Smart

City
Data Data Processing Data Networking and Computing Technologies

Data Se-

curity

Definitions Acquisition
Machine

Learning

Deep

Learning

Real-

Time

Analytics

Dis-

semi-

nation

SDN NFV
Cloud

Computing

and Pri-

vacy

Fernandez-
Anez [4]

X

Ijaz et al.
[12]

X

Djahel et al.
[18]

X X

Petrolo et al.
[13]

X

Perera et al.
[14]

X

Wang et al.
[16]

X

This work X X X X X X X X X X
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TABLE II: COMPARISON OF RELATED WORK ON SMART CITY SURVEYS IN TERMS OF SMART CITY

APPLICATIONS

Reference
Smart
Lighting

Smart Traffic Man-
agement

Smart
Grid

Smart Emergency
Smart
Health

Djahel et
al. [18]

X

Shuai et al.
[15]

X

This work X X X X X

The saved energy can be used in support of different

functionalities such as pollution monitoring or weather

monitoring. An example of this scenario is depicted in

Figure 4.

To realize such a scenario, the street lights should

be equipped with sensors in order to collect the nec-

essary data for efficient functionality. The collected data

can either be processed locally if the street lights are

equipped with computing capabilities, or propagated

through a network to a management and control system

that determines the proper action to perform. Actions

could include which lights to dim, which lights are

approaching their end-of-life, or which lights need to

be replaced.

Smart street light systems have been studied in the

literature. For example, Veena et al. [20] propose a smart

street light system, which is a hardware application that

takes video as input and detects movement of vehicles

and human beings to switch on only a number of street

lights ahead of it (vehicle and human), and to switch

off the trailing lights to save energy. This is achieved

by processing the image of an approaching object using

Object Level Frame comparison methodology and then

sending a control message to the street light block.

Sheu et al. [21] design a Light Emitting Diode (LED)

street light system, which integrates multi-color LED,

power driving IC and embedded image processing. The

embedded system is used to monitor the road status and

output control instructions. For example, if fog or rain

is detected, the embedded system immediately instructs

the power IC to drive multi-color LEDs for generating

the lower color temperature light to improve the road

visibility for pedestrians and drivers. Jain and Nagarajan

[22] propose a smart light system that incorporates an

LED array and a micro-controller, which are powered

by solar panels and battery packs. The micro-controller

daily estimates the sunrise and sunset times based on

the Real-Time Clock (RTC) running on the controller

along with the hard coded coordinates and time zone

of any given location. The micro-controller also has the

ability to dim the lights during late night hours. Bellido et

al. [23] propose a smart light system based on wireless

communications over the Digital Addressable Lighting

Interface (DALI) protocol. The authors designed a wire-

less node based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard with a

DALI interface, developed a network layer that considers

the topology of the lighting network and developed user-

friendly applications for the control and maintenance of

the system.

Moving from traditional to smart street lights has

many advantages. The smart street lights can be easily

monitored through a management and control system

while a scouting team has to visually do the monitoring

in case of traditional street lights. Moreover, smart street

lights can be easily maintained, their brightness can be

adjusted remotely and it is easier to monitor their energy

consumption [24]. These differences are highlighted in

Table III.

TABLE III: MOVING FROM TRADITIONAL TO

SMART STREET LIGHTS [25]

Traditional Street Light Smart Street Light

Physical Failure Inspection

• A scouting team
drives during night
to visually inspect
failures.

Remote Monitoring

• The lighting failures
are automatically re-
ported by the system.

Undifferentiated Lighting
Level

• Lights burn at full in-
tensity throughout the
night.

Smart Dimming

• Lights dimmed dur-
ing low traffic hours
to save energy.

Estimation-based Metering

• Energy consumption
is roughly estimated.

Smart Metering

• Energy consumption
is accurately calcu-
lated through smart
meters.

In the following, we identify the components required

by a smart street light system and list some of smart

street light project examples from smart cities around

the world.

1) Components of Smart Street Light Systems

In order to deploy smart street light systems, three

main components must be identified: smart lamp, net-

work infrastructure and management and control system.

Figure 5 shows these three components and their inter-

section to create smart street lighting. Next, we present

a brief description of each component.
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Fig. 4: Example of smart street light scenario [19].

Fig. 5: Components of smart street light systems.

a) The Smart Light

A Smart Light is a light source that is equipped

with sensors to collect environmental parameters. These

parameters can be sent to a control system to identify

the proper action.

There are different types of light sources that can be

used for street lighting. The choice of the light source

depends on many factors such as energy consumption

and lifetime. According to [26], LEDs can reduce the

energy consumption by up to 50% while maintaining the

same illumination level when compared to incandescent

lamps. Moreover, LEDs have a longer lifetime, are easier

to control and maintain and have a shorter Return of

Investment period.

b) Network Infrastructure

To enable remote monitoring and management of

the street lights, the street lights need to be connected

through a network to a management and control system.

The lights can be connected using wireless technologies

such as WiFi [27], ZigBee [28]–[30], 2G/3G/4G [31].

They can also be connected using wired technologies

such as Ethernet cables [32], or Power Line Communi-

cation (PLC) technology [33], [34].

c) Management and Control System

The management and control system role is to monitor

and control the street lights. Monitoring includes looking

for failures and observing the energy consumption of the

street lights among other actions. The street lights can be

controlled by adjusting their brightness level according

to different situations (time of day, weather conditions)

to reduce the energy consumption.

The management and control system can be either

centralized or distributed. Bruno et al. [35] propose a

centralized control system for smart street lights that
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allows facility managers to remotely control street lights

while keeping track of electrical power consumption in

the lamps and in the driving circuits. Badgaiyan and

Sehgal [36] propose a centralized monitoring system

with the purpose of reporting failures and measuring

the energy consumption. The controlling of the lights

is done at the light’s premises using wireless and pyro-

electric infrared sensors. On the other hand, Fujii et al.

[37] propose the concept of an autonomous-distributed

controlled light system, in which the lights turn on

before pedestrians or vehicles come and turn off or

reduce brightness to save electric power when there

is no traffic. A distributed sensor network is used to

detect pedestrians or vehicles. Leccese [27] separates

the management from the control part by assigning the

management part to a centralized server, while allowing

the lights to automatically perform the controlling part

through the use of different sensors.

2) Smart Street Light in Smart Cities

In this section, we present some examples of smart

street light systems developed by smart cities.

a) Amsterdam, Netherlands:

In 2007, the city of Amsterdam started its smart city

project. The city considered proposals by tech companies

on how IoT technologies can be utilized to promote the

overall city operations and enhance the quality of life

for the citizens. To this end, officials from the city’s IT

infrastructure management office and from the electric-

ity grid management office have considered upgrading

their infrastructure and adopting an open architecture

platforms that can be used in future IoT projects [38].

After adopting an open architecture platforms for

both the IT infrastructure and the electric grid, pilot

projects were initiated by the city. These projects aimed

at offering new data and access to increase the efficiency

of the city services and to reduce the consumption of

resources. One of the important projects is the smart

street lighting. In this project, lamp posts are equipped

with cameras, environmental sensors and WiFi connec-

tions, among other technologies. As part of the project’s

openness, different models and access control have been

tested to allow citizens and companies to access camera

information and control lighting levels in their vicinity

[38].

The city started deploying the smart street light sys-

tem at Hoekenrodeplein, a large modern square near

Amsterdam Arena. In collaboration with Philips, Cisco

and Dutch utility Alliander, a connected lighting system

and public WiFi connection have been installed. This

collaboration allowed different applications to become

a reality. One of these applications is adaptive lighting,

where the lights can be adjusted automatically through

sensors based on different conditions, such as sporting

events or weather conditions.

The smart street light uses wired and wireless con-

nections in order for the users to be able to remotely

and dynamically adapt the lighting properties such as

brightness and color. The lamp posts are also equipped

with multiple sensors that can provide data on different

aspects of the city. Examples include providing data on

crowds, traffic, parking conditions and air quality. These

data are then shared with other parties who can benefit

from them.
b) San Jose, USA:

Approximately 62,000 street lights are owned and

maintained by the city of San Jose, with around 65% of

these lights being either low pressure or high pressure

sodium lights. San Jose is one of the first cities in the

U.S. to adopt smart street lighting project. This project

involves replacing the current lights with energy-efficient

LED lights and deploying a control and management

system for efficient operation of these lights [39].
The smart street light system is part of the city’s

Green Vision, where the city has partnered with the

industry for new LED designs. The installed LED lights

are energy-efficient, longer-lasting, can be programmed

to optimize, monitor and report energy consumption, as

well as produce minimal to no hazardous waste upon

disposal. The adopted control and management system

allows for light dimming during late night hours and

reporting malfunctioned lights to expedite repairs.

B. Smart Traffic Management

Providing innovative traffic and transportation services

is one of the key goals of smart cities [3]. This is realized

through Smart Traffic Management. Smart Traffic Man-

agement aims at empowering users with data in order

to be better informed, which leads to safer and smarter

decisions on using the transportation network. Different

technologies can be applied to enhance traffic manage-

ment, ranging from basic systems like car navigation

and controlling traffic signals, to monitoring applica-

tions using security Closed-Circuit Television Cameras

(CCTV) and motion sensors, to integrating live data and

feedback for use in advanced applications like parking

guidance. Figure 6 shows an example of a smart traffic

management scenario.
In order to obtain traffic data, smart traffic man-

agement can use either floating car data or sensing

technologies. Floating car data is obtained through either

triangulation methods, which exploits the presence of

mobile devices in vehicles travelling along streets, high-

ways, motorways (freeways) and other transport routes,

vehicle’s re-identification where travel times and speeds

are calculated by comparing the time at which a specific

device in a vehicle is detected by pairs of sensors, GPS

based methods, or smartphone-based rich monitoring by

exploiting the sensors embedded in smart phones.
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Fig. 6: Example of smart traffic management scenario.

The other method to obtain traffic data is by us-

ing sensing technologies. Sensing technologies include,

but are not limited to, inductive loop detection where

vehicles are detected as they pass through the loop’s

magnetic field, video vehicle detection by using cameras

mounted on poles or structures above or adjacent to the

roadway, audio detection where traffic density on a road

is estimated using the audio signals generated from the

vehicles traversing the road, bluetooth detection, or by

collecting data from different sensors.

In the following, we review some of the traffic man-

agement systems deployed in smart cities.

1) Smart Traffic in Boston, USA:

Boston was one of the 33 cities selected to receive

a Smarter Cities Challenge grant from IBM in 2012

as part of IBM’s citizenship efforts to build a Smarter

Planet [40]. To tackle key challenges identified by the

Mayor and his team, a group of six IBM experts worked

to provide recommendations on how to counter these

challenges. The main challenge was to unlock, share and

analyze data to support Boston plans to improve climate

and traffic. Other specific transportation challenges in-

cluded:

• Reducing carbon emissions associated with trans-

portation: Boston’s traffic accounts for about 25%

of the city’s carbon emissions. The mayor’s Climate

Action Plan called for significant greenhouse gas

reduction.

• Analyzing and reducing vehicle miles traveled

(VMT): This will reduce traffic congestion and

carbon emissions.

• Make data accessible by residents: When citizens

can access the traffic data, intelligent and informed

decisions can be made.

The traffic data collected through manual traffic count,

inductive loops and video cameras are currently not

accessible, shared, or analyzed. The data is neither

standardized or exploited to its full potential. Therefore,

unlocking, sharing and analyzing these data are required

to realize the Smart Traffic Management project.

The recommendations of the IBM team focused on

establishing a platform to connect the different traffic

systems. This will enable innovation of smart applica-

tions using data analytics and data visualization. The

recommendations fall within four categories. The first

category is Unlocking data which pertains to providing

the data in a standard format. The second category is

Sharing data, where the process of transferring traffic

count data from the Traffic Management Center (TMC)

to Department of Innovation and Technology (DoIT)

is automated and access to the data is provided. The

third category is Analyzing data. This is related to

accessing and visualizing the data by Boston residents,

developing an intelligent traffic control infrastructure,

providing different technologies for analytics and CO2

emission estimates. The last category is Future vision,

which provides a roadmap for including state-of-the-

art technologies in the infrastructure and providing ad-

vanced analytics and visualization technologies.

To see if the team could meet the above-mentioned

recommendations, the city requested a demonstrable

prototype. Table IV illustrates the goals and objectives

of this Smarter Cities Challenge from a technological

perspective. Within the domain of transportation and the

scope of this project, the goals in the first row of the table

are supported by the objectives in the remaining rows,

from the highest layer of visualization to the lowest layer

of the infrastructure. The columns on the right specify

whether the corresponding items were included in the

prototype or will be incorporated in the future.

2) Smart Traffic in New York City, USA:

Midtown in Motion, a congestion management system

for New York city was launched in 2011 [41]. The

system aims at providing the traffic engineers with the

ability to quickly identify and respond in real-time to

traffic conditions. The project expanded in 2012 in two

phases to cover wider areas of the midtown. In the

first phase, 100 microwave sensors, 32 traffic video

cameras and E-Z Pass readers at 23 intersections were

deployed to measure traffic speeds. Advanced Solid State

Traffic Controllers (ATSCs) connected to the network

were used to remotely control the traffic signals to

alleviate congestion issues. As a consequence, a 10%

improvement in travel times was observed. The second

phase targeted service expansion to cover more than 270

blocks with additional 110 microwave sensors, 24 traffic

video cameras, and 36 E-Z Pass readers.

The city of New York is using the ATSCs, which

are connected to the network to facilitate remote oper-

ations. Traffic engineers can adjust the signals for even

distribution of the traffic flow, relieving congestion and

clearing isolated backups caused by collisions or double-
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TABLE IV: GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF BOSTON SMART TRAFFIC PROJECT FROM A TECHNOLOG-

ICAL PERSPECTIVE [40]

Component Example
Presented

in

Prototype

Future

Plan

Goals

• Unlock Data
• Share Data
• Analyze Data

X X

• Future Vision Roadmap
X

Visualization

• Intersection traffic view
• Traffic count displays from multiple data sources
• Histograms of car, bicycle and pedestrian traffic at

intersections
X X

Analytics

• Peak hour and in/out directional flows
• Road classification based on distribution of traffic vol-

ume and patterns
• Travel conditions
• Video camera-based vehicle counts
• CO2 measurements

X X

• Standards-based traffic state indicators
• Traffic growth rate estimation
• Travel time estimation to particular landmarks
• Traffic simulation technologies
• Alternative routes computation

X

Data

• Inductive loop traffic counts
• Manually collected traffic counts
• Pneumatic tube traffic counts
• Common data model
• Aggregated data from sources listed above

X X

• Video cameras
• Mobile devices
• GPS data from public and private vehicles
• Parking data
• Hubway bike sharing
• Electric vehicle charging stations
• Public transit data
• Regional highway data
• EZ Pass transponders

X

Instrumentation

• Inductive loops
• Existing manual count reports
• Pneumatic tube counts

X X

• Video cameras
• GPS
• Public transit data
• Other

X

parked vehicles. The ATSCs also allow the engineers to

adjust the signal timing to either a simultaneous signal

progression, where all signals change at the same time,

or a traffic signal progression, where green lights are

encountered by drivers travelling at constant speeds.

Other advantages of deploying ATSCs include weather

resistance, tamper-proof and requiring less maintenance.

Having the goal of making the data accessible by

different parties, real-time Midtown in Motion traffic

information is available on the Department of Trans-

portation website and through smart phone applications.

This also leads to innovating different applications by

New York’s technology industry. The data transmission

is realized through the use of New York City Wireless

Network (NYCWiN), developed by the Department of

Information Technology and Telecommunications.
3) Smart Traffic in Louisville, USA:

In their goal towards an “open government,” the

city of Louisville is adopting crowdsourcing as a way
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to encourage the citizens to participate in smart city

applications. To this end, the city of Louisville has joined

Waze’s Connected Citizens Program [42], [43]. Through

this program, Waze exchanges traffic data with the city

of Louisville, which is used to identify congestion spots

and traffic patterns to improve the traffic situation and

provide a better road experience for the citizens. Using

this approach, the citizens of Louisville who are using

Waze are effectively participating in making their city a

smart one.

C. Virtual Power Plants

The introduction of new technologies such as smart

grid and smart meter have changed the operation of the

utility companies in the last decade. To tackle challenges

imposed by regulatory bodies such as reducing carbon

emissions and providing higher customer flexibility, util-

ity companies are required to create a balance between

these challenges and provide reliable services to the

customers at a reasonable price [44].

To address challenges like pricing, load reduction and

demand response, Virtual Power Plants (VPPs) have

been proposed. VPPs are a collection of customers (i.e.,

residential, commercial or industrial) under a shared pro-

gram that can include shared pricing, demand response,

or distributed energy resources. Customer aggregation

and classification allows the utility companies to better

forecast and analyze the customers’ demands and brings

forth the value that the customers contribute to the

companies.

Distributed energy resources for load reduction, an

aspect of VPP, can be achieved by adding energy storage

capabilities to households in the smart city. Energy

stored from renewable sources or the main grid when

the price is low can be used later to close the gap

between the available energy and the energy demand.

Moreover, the excess stored energy can be distributed to

other households in a way that reduces the cost to the

consumer. Figure 7 shows an example of a virtual power

plant.

There are three main components that constitute a

VPP project [45]:

• Distributed Energy Resources (DER): Distributed

Generation (DG) within the VPP premises can be

classified according to the type of the primary

energy source, capacity of DG units, ownership of

DG units and DGs operational nature.

• Energy Storage Systems (ESS): Energy stored dur-

ing off-peak hours can be used during peak hours to

close the gap between the supply and the demand.

To this end, efficient storage elements are required.

• Information and Communication System: The sys-

tem includes a control system to manage DER and

Fig. 7: Example of virtual power plant scenario.

ESS to ensure the efficient operation of the VPP

through bidirectional communication. The control

system is also responsible for load forecasting,

monitoring and coordination between the VPP com-

ponents.

In the following, we introduce examples of smart cities

efforts in developing VPPs.

1) VPP in Rheintal, Switzerland:

Part of Smart Grid project in Rheintal is partnering

with Bosch Software Innovations to develop a Virtual

Power Plant for energy management and monitoring.

Using load distribution, the city is able to provide load

balancing and support new services. Currently, Bosch

Software Innovations is implementing three key projects

for the Virtual Power Plant smart city project in Rheintal

[46]:

• Monitoring power generation of Photo-Voltic (PV)

systems: To facilitate a local energy supply, a group

of PV systems is deployed. Predicting a day-ahead

power generation from these systems is accom-

plished through measuring the system capacity and

using weather forecast data.

• Load management for charging infrastructure of

electric vehicles: The increased interest in electric

vehicles requires the integration of the charging

infrastructure into the current grid. By exploiting

Vehicle-related data, such as latest state of charge,

along with using the Open Charge Point Protocol

(OCPP) [47], an optimized schedule for charging is

obtained.

• Control and energy management of in-house con-

sumers: Controlling the energy consumption of

household appliances is performed by an Energy

Management System (EMS) that decides whether

to switch a device on or off based on predicted

consumption and pre-determined threshold values.

The VPP management system is also responsible

for prioritizing the activation of plants based on their
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properties and contracts by using data from external

sources such as weather forecast and electricity prices.

This is done in two ways:

• Trading optimization: Based on the chosen opti-

mization strategy, the properties of the individual

VPPs, and electricity prices, the VPP Manager

determines the amount of power generated, sold,

or stored at each point in time.

• Grid optimization: To maintain the stability of the

grid, the optimum strategy for the grid is identified

by the VPP Manager based on data drawn from

the grid. This will conciliate between the power

demand and generation and stabilize the voltage

levels.

2) VPP in Hamburg, Germany:

Hamburg city in Germany has started a VPP project

called Smart Power Hamburg [48]. The project aims at

developing and demonstrating new approaches to city

heating and electricity supply for the city, in order to

support the goal of reducing CO2 emissions by 40%

by 2020 compared to 1990. The holistic approach of

this project is to incorporate buildings with demand

side management, combined heating and power plants

(CHPs) and thermal storage systems to constitute a VPP

operated with an advanced EMS, which can supply

energy to the consumers and provide ancillary services

to the electricity grid [48].

The heat supply of the city of Hamburg is provided

by distribution networks that reside in a district heating

network by using the network as a heat storage. The

district heating network is operated by HAMBURG

ENERGIE (HE). HE upgraded its facilities to distinguish

their capabilities to create extra income by utilizing

adaptability to go amiss from the heat driven CHP-

operation. Furthermore, the development of the district

heating system is planned. A subsequent increment of

the heat demand prompts to a more adaptable and higher

electrical generation, while a bigger district heating

system with a decentralized generation structure permits

more conceivable outcomes of adaptable plant operation.

The management system is a centralized controller

responsible for analyzing the operation of distributed

energy resources. This is done by collecting data from

the schedule management and the VPP operators. The

management system can also be used for trading per-

sonnel requests regarding future generation, or setting

energy profiles to be met by the VPP. This control system

is depicted in Figure 8.

D. Smart Emergency Systems

One of the smart city goals is to promote safety and

security for its citizens. To this end, a smart emergency

system is required that can be used for law enforcement,

crime detection and prevention and dealing with acci-

dents and natural disasters. For these applications, having

an accumulation of intelligence through data collection

and the ability to respond quickly and swiftly is very

important. Different technologies for data collection can

be used such as CCTV installations and smart traffic

sensors. These data, along with predictive analysis, hold

the potential to improve the quality of information used

by the police, fire department and hospitals. According

to [49], the focus of law enforcement agencies is shift-

ing from identifying individual criminals to classifying

groups based on threat levels.

Without a doubt, mass surveillance in smart cities

brings forth multiple benefits in terms of safety and

security. These benefits are achieved through the aggre-

gation of data collected by sensors, cameras and tracking

applications [50]. However, the continuous surveillance

raises privacy issues, as all the collected data is analyzed

by a single agency.

To realize a smart emergency system, sensors, big data

analytics and information exchange technologies need to

be combined. In case of accidents or natural disasters,

acquiring the proper information, analyzing the data in

a fast and efficient manner and relaying the information

to the proper agencies are of great importance to save as

much lives as possible. Therefore, it is crucial to create

an efficient information exchange system that shares

information between the rescuing agencies, allows for

faster response and provides operation instructions for

the rescue parties. An example of a smart emergency

system is shown in Figure 9.

One of the cities currently deploying a smart emer-

gency system is the city of Bhubaneswar in India.

The city of Bhubaneswar has teamed with Honeywell

Building Solutions to build a city-wide camera and video

system to provide security, prevent crime and control

traffic for visitors and more than 800,000 residents.

The installed system includes integrated CCTV cam-

eras, automatic number plate reading cameras (ANPR)

and a command and control center. A total of 114 CCTV

cameras have been installed at strategic locations in

the city, including high-traffic junctions, during the first

phase. After completion, more than 350 CCTV cameras

are envisioned to be installed at 90 locations, which can

be controlled from the command and control center via

a video wall interface. Police cars were also equipped

with cameras [51].

Various scenarios can be handled by the system to

notify the operators of different situations. Examples

include: notifications when people are lingering around

high-security areas and objects left unattended for a pro-

longed period of time. This enables the law enforcement

agencies to quickly respond to these events. Moreover,

detecting traffic violations through analyzing the video
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Fig. 8: Hamburg’s virtual power plant platform.

Fig. 9: Example of smart emergency system.

stream from the cameras is currently deployed and being

expanded to multiple areas [51].

E. Smart Health

The current healthcare system faces significant chal-

lenges in providing quality and low-cost healthcare ser-

vices. These challenges are also aggravated by the in-

creasing elderly population, which translates into a horde

of chronic diseases and higher demand for healthcare

services [52]. Moreover, it is difficult in some cities

to obtain a proper healthcare service due to limited

resources. Due to this, the current healthcare system

needs to evolve into a smart healthcare system. Smart

healthcare is a concept involving various entities and

technologies, including: sensors, wearable devices, Infor-

mation Communication and Technology (ICT) and much

more [53].

Other components of smart healthcare include: emerg-

Fig. 10: Example of smart health system.

ing on-body sensors, smart hospitals and smart emer-

gency response. In smart hospitals, different technolo-

gies for their operation are used, including ICTs, cloud

computing, smartphone applications and advanced data

analysis techniques. The patients’ data can be accessible

in real-time from multiple offices within the hospital or

multiple hospitals within the city. This allows the test

data to be shared among multiple doctors, nurses and

technicians, resulting in real-time decisions on patient

health conditions and corresponding medication. An

example of smart health systems is shown in Figure 10.

The current vision for a smart health system revolves

around sensors that are deployed close to the patient’s

body [54], [55], or in the surrounding environment [56],

[57]. Different body sensors can capture different physio-

logical signs such as blood pressure and heart rate, while

sensors deployed in the environment (home, clothes, etc.)
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are used to observe the patient’s activities or behaviors.

In order to develop enhanced healthcare applications,

sensor networks need to be combined with technologies

such as activity recognition [58], [59], behavioral pattern

discovery [60], [61], anomaly detection [62] and decision

support [63].
The last building block of a smart health system is

a user application platform. For example, the healthcare

application platform SMART [64] is an open, standards-

based technology platform that allows for seamless and

secure operation of healthcare applications. The SMART

standard is supported by an Electronic Health Record

(EHR) system, which allows different parties to exploit

various applications to improve the overall health system.
In the following, we present two examples of smart

health projects from around the world.
1) Smart Health 2.0 Project:

The project is currently deployed in multiple cities

in Italy. Despite being divided into multiple directions

of research, the project’s main goal is the innovation

of technology infrastructure (specially in the Cloud) to

develop beneficial services in the area of health and

welfare. The project intends to work within the following

areas of intervention:

• Prevention to reduce the incidence and progression

of disease complications and comorbidities associ-

ated with it.

• Early diagnosis and treatment in the early stages of

the disease which may improve outcomes.

• The integration and continuity of prevention and

care.

• Monitoring and self-management.

The project’s objective, from an infrastructure point

of view, is to develop a prototype of the infrastructure

based on Cloud computing to support the innovation and

needs of healthcare applications [65]. The scope of the

infrastructure is to have:

• Enabling platform: Which is an essential element

to support the other components of the system.

• Technology platform for diagnostics: Which is

aimed at the development of advanced sensors for

real-time direct detection of clinical parameters.

• Semantics platform and documentary: In order to

facilitate data exchange and heterogeneous infor-

mation, based on open and integrated tools and

technologies that will ensure full inter-operability

between platforms and services.

As for the project’s objective with respect to applica-

tions, the goal is the implementation of the EHR database

that is able to provide an overall, unified vision of the

health conditions of the citizens. The EHR also aims

at the integration and the connection of collaborative

environments, where different parties can collaborate in

order to improve the health of patients [66].

2) Smart Health in Saensuk, Thailand:

Saensuk Smart City, a project by the Saensuk Mu-

nicipality in Thailand in collaboration with Dell, Intel

and the IoT City Innovation Center (ICIC), was launched

based on multiple proofs-of-concept that can be extended

to other smart applications. The first phase of the project

is the implementation of a smart healthcare system to

improve the quality of care towards Saensuk’s elderly

population. Around 15% of Saensuk’s residents are

ageing citizens, most of whom are living in nursing

facilities or alone at home during the day with minimal

care [67]. Launched in January 2016, the project targeted

over 140 households with elderly members. The elderly

patients are monitored in order to gain insights on how to

efficiently manage the nursing resources and healthcare

services.

In this project, elderly patients will wear a small

bluetooth-enabled smart device. The smart device is

used to monitor and collect data regarding movements,

walking distance and sleep patterns. These data are used

to detect unusual activities such as falling or activating

a panic button, in which case healthcare practitioners as

well as the family members are informed of the situation

at hand.

Dell has implemented intelligent Intel-based gateway

systems to aggregate and analyze the large amounts of

health data generated daily by the smart devices. Rele-

vant data and insights are sent to the municipal nursing

headquarters cloud system, where city-wide updates can

be displayed in real-time.

With access to patients’ medical history and real-time

data, local medical practitioners can identify specific

emergencies and perform the best medical response

needed for urgent cases. This led to resolving the

challenge of limited human resource while meeting the

demands for requested health support more swiftly and

efficiently in case of emergencies [67].

IV. DATA ACQUISITION

In smart city applications, the first step in the data’s

journey through the application is its collection by the

different technologies deployed throughout the city. In

order for smart cities to be able to manage the data

and accommodate the citizens’ needs, some aspects need

to be considered. These aspects are data standards, data

quality and data use.

Data standards are necessary in order for similar data

to be treated in the same manner. Data quality refers to

how much the acquired data is useful for the applications

and Data use mainly focuses on specifying the range of

applications for which the acquired data is useful. Due

to the vast amount of heterogeneous data acquired by

the different devices in smart cities, the cities need to
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combine different standards and different technologies

into a unified framework to simplify data acquisition.

In the following sections, we start with an overview

of the different technologies for data acquisition and

survey the literature considering these technologies in

the context of smart cities. We then conclude with future

insights pertaining to data acquisition technologies in

smart cities.

A. Data Acquisition Technologies

In this section, an overview of the different technolo-

gies for data acquisition is given. These technologies in-

clude Sensor Networks, MANETs, Unmanned Aerial Ve-

hicles (UAVs), Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs),

Internet of Things, Social Networks, 5G and Device-to

Device (D2D) communication. We also provide a survey

of the literature considering these technologies in the

context of smart cities.
1) Sensor Networks

Sensor networks are used by a vast number of applica-

tions (e.g., environment monitoring, waste management,

health monitoring, smart grids, etc.), making it a key

technology for collecting data in smart cities. Current

cities are already deploying a wide range of sensors

(e.g., motion sensors, cameras, sensors for collecting

environmental parameters, etc.). The main challenge for

sensor networks is not the deployment of a large number

of sensors around the city, but rather on how to provide

proper semantics for the heterogeneous data used in

different smart city applications. Since the literature is

rich with studies that consider sensor networks in smart

cities, we limit the survey to those works related to the

use cases mentioned in Section III.
a) Sensor Networks for Smart Street Lights

The main sensors used in smart street light are motion

sensors and brightness sensors. Data regarding pedes-

trians’ movement, vehicles’ movement and the amount

of ambient light in the surrounding environment are

collected through these sensors. These data are then used

to determine when to turn a street light on or off. The

authors in [37] and [68] use motion sensors to detect

surrounding movements to turn a street light on or off,

while the authors in [69]–[72] propose the deployment

of WSN for smart street light to minimize the energy

consumption. Abinaya et al. [73] turn on the lights ahead

of a moving vehicle and turn off the lights behind it to

reduce energy consumption. The vehicle’s movement is

detected through piezoelectric sensors.
b) Sensor Networks for Smart Traffic Management

The use of different types of sensors has been pro-

posed in the literature for smart traffic management.

Cheung et al. [74] propose the use of wireless magnetic

sensors as an alternative for inductive loops for the

purpose of traffic surveillance. Wireless sensor networks

have been used in [75] for traffic routing and over

speeding detection, in [76]–[78] for parking applications,

in [79], [80] for an intelligent traffic signal control

system, in [81] for road safety applications and in [82]

for monitoring vehicles’ behavior to name a few.

c) Sensor Networks for Virtual Power Plants

Moghe et al. [83] proposes the use of smart stick-

on sensors for smart grid monitoring. Stick-on sensors

are low-cost, self-powered universal sensors that can

monitor different parameters of the smart grid. Moghe

et al. [84] propose the use of voltage sensors for

utility network asset management. Chang et al. [85]

proposes the use of energy-harvesting wireless sensors

for smart grid monitoring. Erol-Kantarci and Mouftah

[86] propose an in-home energy management application

for demand-supply balancing, where the communication

between the consumer and the controller utilizes wireless

sensor networks. Barbato et al. [87] monitor the energy

consumption of household appliances through wireless

power meter sensors. Gungor et al. [88] discuss the

challenges and opportunities of using wireless sensor

networks in smart grid applications.

d) Sensor Networks for Smart Emergency Systems

In smart emergency applications, sensors are used to

collect data from the surrounding environment. These

data are then sent for processing in order to deduce an

emergency situation. Bruckner et al. [89] goal is to es-

tablish communication paths between sensors for surveil-

lance applications. Sathishkumar and Rajini [90] propose

the integration of sensor networks and GSM to detect

trespassers. Systems integrating WSN and cameras are

proposed in [91] and [92] for human identification and

tracking.

e) Sensor Networks for Smart Health

Lee and Chung [93] design a shirt equipped with Body

Area Sensor network for monitoring purposes. Virone et

al. [94] use body sensor network for monitoring vital

signs and uses WSN for monitoring the environment

(e.g., temperature, light, etc.). Otto et al. [95] propose

a system architecture based on WSNs for ubiquitous

health monitoring. The authors in [96]–[98] discuss the

challenges and potentials of using WSNs for healthcare

applications. Liao et al. [99] propose a flexible wireless

body area sensor model to maintain quality of service

in terms of fast transmissions and energy efficiency.

Furthermore, Arifuzzaman et al. [100] propose the use of

a chemical sensor to detect infections around biomedical

implants.

2) Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs)

MANETs are infrastructure-less networks consisting

of mobile devices, which communicate with each other

wirelessly [138]. The main challenge is to maintain

required information for proper routing. Jabbar et al.

[101] evaluate different routing protocols for MANETs
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TABLE V: DATA ACQUISITION CHALLENGES IN SMART CITIES

Technology Advantages Limitations and Challenges References

Sensor Networks

• Scalability
• Easy Deployment in Harsh Environ-

ments
• Relatively Cheap

• High Concurrent Network Access
• Limited Coverage
• High Real-Time Transmission
• Semantic Representation and Process-

ing
• Standardization

[37], [68]–[100]

MANETs

• Infrastructure-less
• Fault Tolerance
• Scalability

• Non-Uniform Node Distribution
• Use of Multiple Communication Tech-

nologies
[101]–[104]

VANETs

• Sufficient Computational Resources
• Enhanced Traffic Safety

• Dynamic Topology
• Bandwidth Limitation and QoS
• Signal Fading and Fast Movement of

Nodes
• Security and Privacy

[105]–[109]

IoT

• Daily Tasks Automation
• Relatively Cheap
• Tracking Capabilities

• Standardization
• Data Analysis and Fusion
• Scalability

[110]–[114]

UAVs

• Easy Deployment in Harsh Environ-
ments

• Lower Risk for Human Operators
• Relatively Cheap

• Coverage Issues
• Battery Recharging [115]–[121]

Social Networks
• Citizens’ Empowerment
• Worldwide Connectivity

• Noisy Data
• Data Literacy
• Privacy Issues

[122]–[126]

Crowdsourcing

• Citizens’ Empowerment
• Relatively Cheap
• Collective Intelligence

• System Integrity and Confidentiality
• User Integrity and Trustworthiness [127]–[134]

5G
• Large Bandwidth
• High Speed • Standardization

[135], [136]

D2D

• Enhance Spectral Efficiency
• Energy Efficiency • Interference Management

[137]

for VoIP, HTTP and FTP applications in the context of

smart cities. Bellavista et al. [102] and Cardone et al.

[103] propose the integration of MANETs and WSNs

urban data acquisition. To maintain data security and

privacy in smart cities, Didolkar and Zama [104] propose

an architecture based on MANETs and IoT.

3) Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs)

VANETs are a type of MANETs that are extensively

studied in the context of smart mobility and intelligent

transportation systems. VANETs facilitate V2V and V2I

communications. Since VANETs are a special type of

MANETs, the problems that plague MANETs also influ-

ence the data acquisition process in VANETs. Different

types of applications can utilize the data collected in

VANETs to provide various services for users [105].

These applications can be categorized into safety and

infotainment applications. Safety applications are used

to improve road safety, such as forward collision warn-

ing, while infotainment applications are geared towards

comfort and entertainment for vehicle passengers, such

as traffic and weather information.

The nature of VANETs and its application require-

ments (i.e., strict latency for safety applications) add

to the challenge of data acquisition in VANETs. Data

acquisition problems are further exacerbated by the use

of different types of technologies [105].

4) Internet of Things (IoT)

IoT is the next step in the evolution of the Internet,

which leverages ubiquitous connectivity to empower

inter-networking and communication between physical

devices. The devices can be smart home appliances,

weather and temperature sensors, vehicles or buildings.

IoT’s architecture can be divided into three domains:

Sensing, Network and Application [139]. The Sensing

domain enables IoT devices to interact with each other

and collect data from the physical world. The Network
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domain utilizes standard technologies to collect data

from sensing domain devices and transfer them to remote

locations for further processing. The Application domain

is responsible for the final processing of the collected

data and providing services. Key data acquisition tech-

nologies of IoT include sensors and embedded systems.

Since IoT gathers data from many different types of

sensors across different types of devices, it presents

many challenges. These challenges are briefly presented

in Table V.

5) Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)

UAVs can be used by smart cities to collect data from

regions where it is difficult to deploy other technologies

for data collection. Challenges for deploying UAVs in-

clude ensuring coverage and battery recharging. DAloia

et al. [115] use images captured by UAVs for empty

parking space detection. Mohammed et al. [116] discuss

the challenges and the potential of using UAVs in smart

cities highlighting the city of Dubai [117]. Ermacora et

al. ( [118] and [119]) develop a cloud-robotic service

using UAVs for emergency management operations in

smart cities. Witayangkurn et al. [120] propose a system

that integrates UAVs and sensors to develop real-time

monitoring systems. Xie et al. [121] develop a long

distance communication system using UAVs for smart

city applications such as emergency response.

6) Social Networks

Smart cities can use information posted by citizens on

social media such as Facebook and Twitter as a source of

data. Posted status can be a great source of feedback for

different aspects of smart city services. Psomakelis et al.

[122] and Aisopos et al. [123] propose an architecture

for the retrieval and analysis of big datasets stemming

from social networking sites and IoT devices for use

in smart city applications. Samaras et al. [124] also

propose an architecture that aggregates social networks

and sensors in support of smart city services. Chifor et

al. [125] propose a security architecture based on IoT

and social networks that enables adaptive sensing as

a service. Clarke and Steele [126] propose the use of

fitness data posted by users on social network for smart

healthcare and urban planning applications.

7) Crowdsourcing

Cities can adopt crowdsourcing techniques and appli-

cations such as Waze [140] to encourage the citizens

to play a vital role in providing data or services to

other citizens. This way, citizens can submit their input

(i.e., opinion on a service or an answer to a problem),

which helps in achieving the goal of a smart city.

Crowdsourcing has been used in some smart cities to

achieve the goal of an “open government” such as the

city of Louisville, USA. The latter joined Waze’s Con-

nected Citizens Program [43] where information about

the current traffic state are being shared with Louisville

Metro Government. This way, the congestion hotspots

can be identified and the collected data can be leveraged

to provide better road experience for the drivers.

Different works have targeted the use of crowdsourc-

ing in smart cities. Cilliers and Flowerday [127] investi-

gate the main factors that must be incorporated in crowd-

sourcing to address the security concerns (confidentiality,

integrity and availability) of the citizens. Pouryazdan et

al. [128] take an opposite point of view by evaluating

an anchor-based voting system to identify the integrity

and trustworthiness of the users, where an anchor is a

fully-trusted user. Chowdhury et al. [129] review the

use of crowdsourcing in different smart city applications

such as education, healthcare and environment, and

the incentive models used to encourage the citizens to

participate in the decision-making process in smart cities.

Schuurman et al. [130] investigate the advantages and

disadvantages of using crowdsourcing for the generation

and selection of ideas for ICT innovation. Cen et al.

[131] take a theoretical approach of task recommenda-

tion for workers participating in mobile crowdsourcing,

where the problem is formulated as a stochastic integer

linear program to maximize the expected total utility

of all workers. Through a study survey, Breetzke and

Flowerday [132] conclude that using an Interactive Voice

Response system in smart city crowdsourcing is ben-

eficial. Cardone et al. [133] propose a crowdsourcing

architecture along with an Android-based platform to

manage the crowdsourcing process. Mirri et al. [134]

present a case study of using crowdsourcing to provide

better routes to citizens with disabilities.

8) 5G

Due to the increasing number of mobile devices in

cities, 5G is expected to play a vital role in the develop-

ment of smart city applications. The development of 5G

is based on the use of new Radio Access Technologies,

use of higher frequencies and antenna improvements

[141]. Orsino et al. [135] study the integration of 5G,

IoT and D2D for data acquisition in smart cities. Beard

[136] identifies the challenges faced by the use of 4G

and 5G in smart cities.

9) Device-to-Device (D2D)

D2D refers to radio communication technology where

devices can exchange data directly without traversing

through base stations or access points. Infrastructure-less

services can greatly benefit from D2D communications.

A possible scenario would be to provide safety com-

munications in case of infrastructure damage. Further-

more, D2D promises to provide peer-to-peer (P2P) and

location-based services [142]. D2D is specified by 3GPP

in LTE Release 12 [143] and can use both licensed and

unlicensed spectrum.
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B. Insights and Research Challenges

In the previous subsection, we have discussed the

different data acquisition technologies that can be used

in smart cities along with the specific challenges and

limitations faced by each technology. However, over-

coming these limitations independently is not enough

for the realization of a smart city. In the following, we

discuss the challenges that smart cities need to address

when considering data acquisition technologies and draw

insights towards the realization of the smart city.
1) Coordination and Management

Due to the different methods for collecting data in

smart cities, it is critical to have a clear coordination

among the different technologies and the agencies man-

aging those technologies. This stems from the smart

cities’ desire to be governmentally smart [3]. Having a

clear view of the coordination, collaboration and man-

agement of data acquisition technologies will contribute

to smarter decisions that will enhance the citizens’

quality of life.

For example, when considering tracking applications

(i.e., tracking of a suspecting vehicle), different technolo-

gies can be combined for better tracking. Visual sensors

(i.e., cameras) are usually used for tracking purposes.

In areas where cameras are not deployed, VANETs and

5G can be used to provide a continuous monitoring of

the target vehicle. Without a proper coordination among

the agencies responsible for the different technologies

and the law enforcement department, the targeted vehicle

may be lost, which leads to public safety concerns.
2) Ensuring Data Quality and Integrity

Due to the large volume of data generated by smart

city applications, the standards and technologies for

ensuring data quality and integrity should be revisited.

The new technologies should be able to scale well in the

face of explosive growth in data. Technologies should

also be able to identify “good” data as fast as possible.

This challenge is more pronounced in smart city

applications that generate large volume of data, such

as smart traffic management and smart grid. In smart

grid, for example, large volume of data is being collected

from different customers. These data contain useful in-

formation such as usage patterns and failure indications.

These data are used by the power grid operators to

optimize their performance, quickly fix any power failure

and lower the overall power consumption of the city.

However, if data quality and integrity are not ensured,

the collected data may be compromised and the power

grid operators may take the wrong decisions.

Another example is smart traffic management, where

ensuring the data quality and integrity can help in

optimizing the traffic flows within the city (e.g., when to

turn traffic lights red or green at intersections, suggest

alternative routes in case of detours), providing better

road experience for the citizens (e.g., less VMT), and

scheduling road maintenance when the traffic is low.

Since social networks and crowdsourcing can be used

as a way for collecting data, the citizens should engage in

ensuring the quality and integrity of the data they share,

as this will help in improving the citizens’ quality of

life. This will also encourage the citizens to participate

in the smart city vision of having smart people [3]. Smart

traffic management can benefit from the participation of

citizens’ in both collecting data and ensuring data quality

and integrity. Drivers can report traffic jam locations

(e.g., due to a road block or an accident) or suggest

alternative routes, so that other drivers can be well

informed about traffic situations down the road.

3) Cloud vs. Fog Computing

Depending on the smart city applications, the agencies

managing the different data acquisition technologies

should decide whether to send the data to the cloud to

be processed or should the data be processed locally.

In other terms, the agencies should choose between

cloud computing and fog computing. The decision is

affected by the nature of the smart city applications,

the time restrictions required by the applications and the

processing capabilities of the devices constituting the

fog. For example, in smart street lighting, processing

data to decide when to turn on the street lights ahead

of a vehicle and when to turn off the lights behind it

can be done locally. On the other hand, processing data

collected for smart grid applications containing usage

patterns are better off being processed at the cloud.

4) Energy Efficiency

As one of smart city goals is to be environmen-

tally smart [3], the data acquisition tools, techniques

and standards need to be revisited in light of lower

power consumption. Data acquisition tools (i.e., UAVs,

VANETs) need to reduce their carbon footprint. This can

be realized by making these tools more energy-efficient,

or by incorporating renewable energy sources, where the

stored energy can be used at later times.

For example, body area sensors used to monitor pa-

tients’ vitals need to be extremely energy efficient, as it

is desirable for these sensors to work for a prolonged

period of times without frequently changing batteries.

Another example is weather monitoring, where the dif-

ferent sensors distributed throughout the city need to be

energy-efficient. These sensors can benefit from renew-

able energy sources to reduce their carbon footprint.

The data acquisition techniques should also be refined

to be energy-efficient. For example, optimizing sensors’

locations, transmitting methods and perhaps scheduling

can further lower their power consumption. Using new

techniques such as RF and Visible Light Communica-

tion (VLC) backscattering, which are starting to show

promise in terms of energy efficiency [144]–[146], can
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also help in lowering the power consumption.

V. DATA PROCESSING

In this section, we survey data processing, the second

phase of the data’s journey through the smart city

applications. We begin by discussing techniques for

discovering patterns in the collected data, which will

identify the potential uses for the data, followed by

discussing techniques for data presentation to bring data

to life.

A. Knowledge Discovery

One important challenge faced by a data-centric smart

city is the pattern and knowledge discovery from the

large amount of heterogeneous data collected by dif-

ferent data acquisition approaches as discussed in Sec-

tion IV. Different knowledge discovery technologies can

be used in the context of smart cities to address the

above-mentioned challenge. In the following subsec-

tions, we discuss the role of machine learning, Deep

learning and Real-time Analytics in the context of smart

cities for knowledge discovery.

1) Machine Learning

Machine learning is a type of artificial intelligence

(AI) where computers are given the ability to learn

without being explicitly programmed [147]. A formal

definition of machine learning provided by Tom M.

Mitchell is “A computer program is said to learn from

experience E, with respect to some class of tasks T,

and performance measure P if its performance at tasks

in T, as measured by P, improves with experience E”

[148]. The goal of machine learning is the development

of self-taught computer programs that adapt to new

data. Machine learning algorithms are used to infer

patterns in the data in order for the program to adjust its

actions accordingly. In this subsection, we briefly discuss

machine learning algorithms and platforms and delineate

the use of machine learning in smart cities.

Generally, machine learning is classified into rein-

forcement learning, supervised and unsupervised learn-

ing. Reinforcement learning algorithms are defined by a

quintuple, the set of states (including a beginning and

final states), actions, transitions, policies and rewards.

Each transition, from a state-action pair to another either

earns a rewards or a penalty. The objective is to chose

transitions from the beginning to the final state that

maximize the rewards in the long-term [149].

Supervised and unsupervised machine learning depend

on the presence or absence of training data, respectively.

In supervised learning, the algorithm is given an example

of the input data and the corresponding label (i.e., desired

output). The algorithm then infers patterns from these

labeled training data, which are later applied to new data

sets. On the other hand, in unsupervised learning, the

data is not labeled and the algorithm has to discover the

hidden patterns within the data.

One of the main challenges in machine learning is

to find appropriate data sets from massive urban data

for training purposes and to meet the specific needs of

the applications. The urban dynamic measuring research

(i.e., measuring how the movement of people, objects

and data change in a city) often requires that the urban

data set should cover as many urban dynamic features

as possible. At the same time, the data needs to be as

uniform as possible to meet the applications’ needs. Data

set requests create significant challenges for the collec-

tion, management and mining of urban data. Solving the

problem of data set selection and data combination is a

key challenge for smart city applications.

a) Machine Learning Algorithms

Machine learning algorithms can be further classified

into different types of algorithms based on their algorith-

mic perspective. Some of these types include Clustering,

Instance Based and Decision Trees. Clustering is a

type of unsupervised machine learning. The clustering

methods aim at grouping the data that share mutual

properties based on the structure of the data, for example,

k-means and k-medians algorithms. Instance Based is

a type of supervised machine learning, which requires

training data. In instance-based learning, the algorithm

makes decisions about new data by comparing it to

training data, using a similarity metric. Through this

comparison the algorithm can make a prediction and

the find the best match for the new data. Examples of

instance-based supervised machine learning algorithms

are k-Nearest Neighbor and Self-Organizing Map. De-

cision Trees are a type of supervised machine learning

usually used for classification and regression problems.

Decision tree methods build a tree structure for decision-

making based on real values. When a new data is

introduced to the decision tree, it traverses the tree until

a decision is reached. Advantages of this method are its

speed and accuracy (under the assumption of accurate

training data sets). Examples include Classification and

Regression Trees. More on machine learning algorithms

can be found in [150]–[152] A taxonomy of the types of

machine learning algorithms is summarized in Figure 11.

Machine learning has been extensively studied in the

literature and many surveys discuss machine learning

from different perspectives. For example, Zhu [154]

provides a survey on semi-supervised machine learning,

Caruana and Niculescu-Mizil [155] provide an empiri-

cal study for supervised algorithms where a variety of

performance criteria are used to evaluate the learning

algorithms. Buczak and Guven [156] focus on surveying

machine learning use in support for intrusion detection.

Other works on machine learning algorithms include
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Fig. 11: Taxonomy of machine learning algorithms

[153].

[150], [157]–[159]
b) Machine Learning Platforms

In this section, we provide a comparison between

five machine learning platforms: Amazon ML, Microsoft

Azure ML, Google Prediction API, BigML and IBM

Watson machine learning.

Amazon ML [160] is a relatively new service provided

by Amazon to obtain predictions for applications us-

ing simple Application Programming Interfaces (APIs),

without the need of implementing custom generation

code or managing infrastructure. Amazon ML provides

visualization and wizards to build the machine learning

models. Although Amazon ML provides scalable and

high throughput models, it suffers from the limited func-

tionality in terms of importing data (through Amazon

AWS only) and data preparation (provides basic data

cleaning only) and does not allow an extension of the

built-in algorithms or a creation of new ones.

Microsoft Azure ML [161] is a cloud predictive ana-

lytics service that quickly creates and deploys predictive

models as analytics solutions. Azure ML provides a

workflow and a visual editor for users to create their

own models, supports different types of data sources

(CSV, SQL data base, etc.), provides advanced data

cleaning functionalities and gives provision to extend

built-in algorithms.

Google Prediction API [162] provides a RESTful

API to build machine learning models. The users are

responsible for managing their data (i.e. cleaning and

transformation) before submitting it as training data to

the API. Google Prediction API is suitable for small

scale models but it does not allow for extension of built-

in algorithms or creation of new ones.

BigML [163] offers cloud-based and on-premise ma-

chine learning services, distributed systems and data

visualization. BigML has pioneered the machine learning

as a Service (MLAAS) wave of innovation through its

consumable, programmable and scalable software plat-

form. It streamlines the creation and deployment of smart

applications powered by the state-of-the-art predictive

models. Data can be uploaded through a web interface or

through a RESTful API. These data are used for training

the models and generating predictions. BigML provides

evaluations for the models through performance metrics

or results comparisons.

IBM Watson [164] is a Question Answering (QA)

computing system aiming at providing the best answer

to a question posed by users through the use of differ-

ent natural language processing and machine learning

algorithms. Watson supports different types of questions

from different data sources and provides advanced data

cleaning functionality. It returns the best answer after

comparing the results of different algorithms.

Table VI provides a comparison of the above-

mentioned machine learning platforms. From this table,

we note that due to the differences in the properties

of the platforms, they are suitable for different smart

city applications. For example, Smart grid applications

can greatly benefit from the ability of the platform to

create/extend the algorithms, to perform advanced data

cleaning and transformation and to support different data

sources, in which case Azure ML, BigML and IBM

Watson are good candidates for processing smart grid

data.

c) Machine Learning and Smart Cities

Machine learning can be used in smart city projects

to extract useful data for assessing the way the city

is working [165]. An example of the use of machine

learning in smart city projects has been demonstrated in

the smart power grid project of New York city [166].

Here, the machine learning algorithms are used for

transforming historical electrical grid data into models

that aim to predict the risk of failures for components

and systems. These models can then be used directly

by power companies to assist with prioritization of

maintenance and repair works.

Other examples of applying machine learning algo-

rithms in smart city projects include traffic flow op-

timization [167] to predict the best route for a user

with a particular destination. Ertugrul and Kaya [168]

estimate the energy efficiency of the buildings for the

purpose of smart city planning. Parvez et al. [169] uses

machine learning algorithms for the purpose of securing

the metering infrastructure of smart grids. The above-

mentioned works apply machine learning algorithms on

data stored in the cloud. Raising network congestion

issues, Valerio et al. [170] proposes a distributed machine

learning approach that processes the data where it is

collected (i.e., at the sensors).

As for data acquisition techniques that make use of

machine learning, several works have considered the use

of machine learning in WSNs in order to solve network

associated problem, such as energy-aware communica-

tion [171]–[175], optimal deployment and localization

[176]–[179], resource allocation and task scheduling
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TABLE VI: COMPARISON OF MACHINE LEARNING PLATFORMS

Amazon ML

[160]

Azure ML

[161]

Google API

[162]

BigML

[163]

IBM

Watson

[164]

Support for Different Data Sources X X X

Data Cleaning and Transformation Capabilities Basic Advanced Basic Advanced Advanced

Support for Different Algorithms Limited X X X X

Allows Extension/Creation of Algorithms X X X

Algorithm Evaluation Using Performance Metrics X X X

Algorithm Evaluation Using Results Comparison X X X X

Support for Parameter Tuning Limited X Limited X X

Smart Street Light X X

Potential Smart Traffic Management X X X

Smart City Smart Power Grid X X X

Applications Smart Emergency System X

Smart Health X X

[180]–[182], information processing [183], [184], target

tracking [185], [186] and target identification [187],

[188].

In MANETs, machine learning has been used to

achieve different objectives. These objectives range from

location prediction [189], [190], adaptive scheduling

and offloading [191], data dissemination [192], intrusion

detection and identification of malicious nodes [193],

[194] and routing protocols [195]. Similarly, in VANETs,

machine learning algorithms have been used for packet

prioritization [196]–[198], packet routing and prediction

of link breakage [199], [200], location and shock wave

prediction [201], misbehaviour detection [202], [203],

development of safety applications [204] and detection

of traffic accidents [205].

machine learning in UAVs has been incorporated into

image processing for altitude estimation [206], swing-

free trajectory planning for cargo delivery [207]–[209],

intelligent control of UAVs [210], information process-

ing for disaster response [211] and velocity prediction

[212].

Lastly, the interaction between machine learning and

IoT raises many challenges. The main challenge of

incorporating machine learning approach with IoT data

analytics is to process large data sets to find meaningful

domain-specific insights. For example, in case of smart

grid utility domain, it is important for utilities to gain a

strong understanding of electricity usage for the city and

neighborhoods to assess further needs, load balancing

and load shedding [213]. Different ideas have been

proposed that combine machine learning algorithms with

IoT technology. Zhang et al. [214] propose a semantic

framework that integrates the IoT with machine learning

for smart cities. The proposed framework retrieves and

models urban data for certain kinds of IoT applications

based on semantic and machine learning technologies.

Vijai and Sivakumar [215] discuss the use of machine

learning algorithms and IoT devices for a water man-

agement system in India. Rathore et al. [216] proposes a

combined IoT-based system for smart city development

and urban planning using Big Data analytics.

machine learning has also been used in data dissemi-

nation technologies, such as Publish and Subscribe ser-

vices. QoS-enabled publish/subscribe middleware pro-

vides the infrastructure needed to disseminate data pre-

dictably, reliably and scalably in distributed real-time and

embedded systems. For systems operating in changing

environment, adapting in a timely manner with accuracy

is of great importance. Hoffert et al. [217] combines mul-

tiple machine learning approaches with publish/subscribe

middleware to address the above-mentioned challenge.

Katakis et al. [218] propose web-based news reader that

incorporates a machine learning framework for dynamic

content personalization. Other works such as [219] and

[220] use machine learning approaches to filter data for

dissemination.

The machine learning algorithms in the above-

mentioned works can be categorized as supervised or

unsupervised. In the context of smart cities, providing a

properly labeled training data set for supervised learning

algorithms from the large volume of heterogeneous data

is a major challenge. While in unsupervised learning,

which does not require a training data set, working

through these heterogeneous data can be time consum-

ing. Therefore, semi-supervised learning, which strikes

a balance between these two categories, can be a viable

option when designing machine learning algorithms for

smart cities.

2) Deep Learning

In this section, we start by providing discussions

regarding deep learning algorithms and platforms, then

we survey the use of deep learning in smart cities.

Although deep learning is part of machine learning, we

dedicate a separate section to deep learning due to the

big interest in this area, both from academia and industry.

a) Deep Learning Algorithms

Deep learning is a set of algorithms in machine

learning with the goal of modelling high-level data
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Fig. 12: Example of a Neural Network.

abstractions using linear and non-linear transformations

[221], [222]. Neural networks are the core of deep

learning techniques. A neural network consists of a

set of nodes (neurons) connected together by edges,

where biases are associated with neuron and weights are

associated with edges. An example of a neural network

is illustrated in Figure 12, where b1 and b2 represent the

bias values of the corresponding neurons and w1 and w2

represent the weights of the corresponding edges. A neu-

ral network’s main function is to perform progressively

complex operations on received data and then use the

output to solve a problem. Neural networks are used for

different applications such as character recognition and

image compression.

Neural networks are highly structured with layers.

The first layer is the input layer, the final layer is the

output layer and all layers in between are referred to

as hidden layers. Deep learning discovers sophisticated

structure in large data sets by using algorithms to suggest

how a machine should adapt its internal parameters (i.e.,

weights and biases) from one layer to another for data

representation.

For analyzing simple patterns in data, basic classifica-

tion techniques such as Support Vector Machines (SVM)

are suitable. As the patterns get complicated, neural

networks outperform other methods. However, neural

networks also suffer from scalability. As the patterns

grow in complexity, the number of nodes (neurons) in

each layer also grows exponentially with the number of

possible patterns in the data. In such cases, the training

becomes more expensive (in terms of time and space

complexities) and the accuracy starts to suffer. Typically,

to overcome this challenge, deep networks are employed.

They are able to break the complex patterns into a

series of simpler patterns, which are then combined to

analyze the data. There are different models for deep

learning. In the following, we briefly discuss two of the

most important deep learning models: Restricted Boltz-

mann Machines (RBM) and Long Short Term Memory

(LSTM).

Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM): In this unsu-

pervised method the patterns in data are found automat-

ically by reconstructing the input. An RBM network has

two layers: the first layer is known as the visible layer

and the second is called the hidden layer. Each node

in the visible layer is connected to every node in the

hidden layer. The training of an RBM involves iterating

through three steps until a desirable level of accuracy

is achieved. The first step is called the forward pass,

where every input is associated with weight and bias

and the result is passed to the hidden layer. Depending

on the result, neurons in the hidden layer may or may

not be activated. The second step is called the backward

pass, where each activation is associated with weight

and bias, and the result is passed back to the visible

layer for reconstruction. In the third step, the original

input and the reconstructed input are compared by the

visible layer. If the desired level of accuracy is achieved,

the training stage terminates and the network is ready to

work on new data. Otherwise, the weights and biases are

adjusted and the three steps are repeated again.

Long Short Term Memory (LSTM): The main motiva-

tion behind the use of LSTM is to deal with the problems

of vanishing and exploding gradients. Vanishing gradient

can cause the deep learning algorithm to either learn

at a very slow pace or stop learning altogether, while

exploding gradients can cause the learning algorithm to

diverge. LSTM allows a neuron cell to read, write, or

erase the current state of the cell via gates. These gates

perform action based on the received signal. During the

learning process, these gates learn when to pass, block or

delete the incoming data. More on LSTM can be found

in [223] and [224].

b) Deep Learning Platforms

In this section, we provide a brief description and a

comparison of four widely used deep learning frame-

works. These frameworks are: Theano, TensorFlow,

Caffe and Torch.

Theano [225] is a free Python symbolic manipulation

library under a BSD license, aiming to improve execu-

tion and development times for machine learning algo-

rithms. It has specifically been utilized for the gradient-

based methods such as deep learning that require re-

peated computation of the tensor-based mathematical ex-

pressions. Such mathematical expressions can be rapidly

coded in Theano using a high-level description language,

similar to a functional language, that can be compiled

and executed on either a CPU or a GPU.

TensorFlow [226] is a C++ based deep learning frame-

work along with Python APIs. TensorFlow uses data flow

graphs for performing numerical computations and has

a flexible architecture that supports multiple backends,

CPU or GPU on desktop, server or mobile platforms.

Caffe [227] is a deep learning tool developed by

the Berkeley Vision and Learning Center. It separates
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TABLE VII: COMPARISON OF DEEP LEARNING PLATFORMS

Theano [225] TensorFlow [226] Caffe [227] Torch [228]

Base Language Python Python/C++ C++ Lua

Programming

Paradigm

Declarative Program-
ming

Declarative Program-
ming

Imperative Program-
ming

Imperative Program-
ming

Distributed

Execution
X

the definition of the network architecture from actual

implementation allowing to conveniently and quickly

explore different architectures and layers on either CPU

or GPU. Caffe is developed in C++ and has command

line, Python and Matlab interfaces for training and

deployment purposes.

Torch [228] is a framework built using Lua that

supports deep learning algorithms. Its goal is to provide

a flexible environment to design and train learning ma-

chines. Torch has strong CUDA and CPU backends and

contains well-developed, mature machine learning and

optimization packages. Although the use of Lua allows

for rapid prototyping and quick execution, its limited

API and libraries make industrial deployment harder

compared to a Python based library.

These frameworks are summarized in Table VII. From

this table, we note that for smart city applications that

require processing of large volume of data, TensorFlow

may be a good candidate due to its distributed execution.

c) Deep Learning and Smart Cities

Deep learning methods have been used for differ-

ent applications in smart cities. For example, Han and

Sohn [229] use Deep Belief Networks to divide Seoul’s

metropolitan area into homogeneous zones based on

the travel patterns of the residents. Wu et al. [230]

discuss the application of deep learning for smart water

management networks. Alsheikh et al. [231] use deep

learning and a framework over Apache Spark for mobile

big data analytics.

Dedinec et al. [232] use a Deep Belief Network for

electricity load forecasting in the city of Macedonia.

The network consists of multiple layers of restricted

Boltzmann machines, where unsupervised training is

augmented by a supervised back-propagation training

for fine tuning. The work considers the Mean Absolute

Percentage Error (MAPE) as a performance metric. In

comparison to other schemes, the proposed network is

able to reduce the MAPE by around 9% for a 24-

hour prediction, while reducing the MAPE for daily

forecasting by 21%.

He et al. [233] propose a Recurrent Neural Net-

work (RNN) for real-time optimization of pricing in

smart grids. Through non-smooth analysis and differ-

ential inclusion, the proposed network can converge to

an optimal solution. Aryal and Dutta [234] propose a

framework that is based on deep learning for urban

object detection from high-resolution images, with the

objective of minimizing issues of accessing big data and

increasing the efficiency of monitoring and planning.

In the field of smart traffic, Tian and Pan [235] propose

the use of RNN for traffic flow prediction. The proposed

network is able to accurately capture the randomness

of the traffic flow. Through the use of memory blocks,

it can store longer historical data, which offers better

performance in terms of prediction accuracy and helps

overcome back-propagated error decay issues. In order

to find fastest routes, Niu et al. [236] combine a deep

learning approach for processing spatial and temporal

GPS traces with a dynamic weighted classifier that

assigns traffic condition vector for each road segment.

These vectors are used to find the fastest routes based

on the current traffic condition.

Liang et al. [237] combine recurrent neural networks

with geographical spatial data processing and parallel

streaming analytical programming for crowd density

prediction in metro areas. Through the use of Caller

Detail Record (CDR) of the mobile users, the proposed

scheme is able to predict the number of passengers

entering a station and the number of passengers waiting

on the platform, among other metrics related to crowd

sensing.

Table VIII provides a summary of the literature in-

corporating machine learning and deep learning into

different aspects of smart city projects.

3) Real-Time Analytics

Real-time analytics refers to the processing of data

within a certain deadline from when they enter the

system. There are different applications in which large

amounts of data generated in external environments

are pushed to servers for real-time processing. These

applications include sensor-based monitoring, web traffic

processing and network monitoring. In this section, we

provide a discussion on real-time analytics algorithms

and platforms and survey the use of real-time analytics

in smart cities.

a) Real-Time Analytics Algorithms

In this section, we review three algorithms used for

real-time analytics: Bloom filter, Hyperloglog and Min-

hash.

Bloom Filter [243] is a probabilistic algorithm that is

used to determine whether an element is in a set or not.

The algorithm uses an array of M bits (initially set to
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TABLE VIII: SUMMARY OF MACHINE LEARNING AND DEEP LEARNING IN SMART CITIES
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zeros) and K hash functions, where typically K < M .

Elements are fed to the hash functions to produce K

array positions per element and these positions are set

to 1 in the array of M bits. To determine if an element

is included in a set or not, the filter will apply the hash

functions to the element and check the array positions

returned by the hash functions. If any of those positions

is set to 0, then the element is definitely not in the set.

Otherwise, the element is probably in the set. Due to the

nature of the algorithm, false positives are possible, but

false negatives are not.

Hyperloglog [244] is an algorithm used to count the

distinct elements in a set. The algorithm applies a hash

function to every element in the set to produce a new

set with the same cardinality as the original set with

uniformly distributed random numbers. This new set,

along with the observation that the maximum number of

leading zeros in the binary representation of the elements

can be used to estimate the cardinality of the set, are

used to produce an estimate of the number of distinct

elements in the original set.

Minhash [245] is used to estimate the similarity of

two sets A and B using the concept of Jaccard Simi-

larity [246]. The algorithm applies K hash functions to

each set. Considering one hash function at a time, the

algorithm determines the elements from both sets that

resulted in the minimum value of the hash functions

(i.e., {x|x ∈ A & x = argmin(h(A))}, {y|y ∈
B & y = argmin(h(B))}). The probability that these

two elements are equal (i.e., Pr[x = y]) is the Jaccard

similarity index [247]. Each hash function will produce

a result that is either 0 or 1. Averaging over the K hash

functions produces an estimate of the similarity of the

two sets.

b) Real-Time Analytics Platforms

Due to the timeliness constraint imposed on data for

real-time analytics, the data cannot be processed using

traditional centralized solutions. To overcome this prob-

lem, Distributed Stream Processing Frameworks (DSPF)

have emerged to promote such large-scale data analytics

in real-time. Examples of such frameworks are Apache

Storm [248] and Apache Spark [249].

Streaming applications are connected to heteroge-

neous stream sources, where the sources feed their

streaming data to the applications for real-time analytics.

Since an individual source can be active or inactive at

any point in time and can use multiple communication

protocols, a middleware that understands these protocols

is required to act as a gateway between the source and

the streaming applications. The gateway usually has low

complexity since it does not involve any complicated

processing or buffering. The streaming data is then

buffered in message queues and routed to the proper

destinations for analysis. The queues acts as data source

Fig. 13: Streaming analysis architecture.

to the streaming applications, while matching the stream-

ing data sources and the applications. The architecture

of stream analysis is shown in Figure 13.

Message brokers are used to manage the message

queues in streaming applications. The brokers’ purpose

is to match the message generation and consumption

rates and alleviate temporal differences issues. Moreover,

the brokers act as a filter for routing messages to the

appropriate streaming applications. Table IX summarizes

the differences between three of the widely used message

brokers: Kafka [250], RabbitMQ [251] and Mosquitto

[252].

In stream processing, a graph is created consisting

of processing nodes connected by streams of events

acting as edges. The goal of DSPFs is the creation of

these graphs by providing the required infrastructure and

APIs and the execution of these graphs with continuous

message streaming. Depending on the DSPF used, the

graphs and their components are handled differently.

For example, Apache Storm allows the users to create

their own processing graph and submit to the process-

ing application, while Apache Spark does not provide

such provision. Table X provides a comparison between

different DSPFs.

c) Real-Time Analytics and Smart Cities

Integration of real-time analytics in smart cities has

only been viewed as a building block of a system ar-

chitecture in the recent literature [254]–[256]. However,

the literature does not delve into the challenges faced

by real-time analytics for smart cities. These challenges

include the heterogeneous nature of stream sources, the

different protocols used for communication and data

interpretation and the large amount of data produced in

a smart city environment.

Different smart cities have been applying real-time

analytics in their projects. For example, Swisscom, a

telecommunication company in Switzerland, created a

data analytics platform capable of delivering detailed

analysis at a nationwide scale, which could be sold

to urban planners for key use cases. The volume of

data, the requirement for real-time computation and the

associated performance requirements led the company to

Apache Spark at the big data processing layer [257]. The

platform also needed to match the stringent quality of

service expectations, such as high availability, reliability

and resilience under peak usage. This platform is used
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TABLE IX: COMPARISON OF KAFKA, RABBITMQ AND MOSQUITTO FOR STREAM ANALYTICS

Kafka [250] RabbitMQ [251] Mosquitto [252]

Underlying Message
Protocol

Binary AMQP MQTT

Throughput (events
per second)

100k+ 20k+ 60k+

Scalability X X

Fault Tolerant X X

Rich Routing
Capabilities

X

TABLE X: COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT DSPFS

Apache Storm [248] Apache Spark [249] Neptune [253]

Message Abstraction Tuple
Resilient Distributed
Dataset (RDD)

Stream Packet

Primary Implementation Lan-

guage
Java Java/Scala Java

Graph Creation by User X X

Data Serialization Kryo RDD Java Objects

Task Scheduler Nimbus Mesos, Yarn Granules

Flow Control X X

Fault Recovery X X

Message Processing Guaran-
tees

At least once Exactly once Not available

to analyze mobile users’ data to enrich urban planning

across the country, which could support a wide range

of use cases where comprehensive and real-time data on

urban population unlocks huge opportunities, including

accurate population density mapping.

B. Data Presentation

Data presentation is closely associated with the end

users of a smart city. It is a way to represent the data

and services for end users in a friendly and easy manner

[258]–[260]. Data presentation allows the interaction

between the users and the data by simplifying how users

view the data. This is done by connecting the data

generated in real life to data storage and management

systems in cyber world and converting the data residing

in storage systems into living entities. Current work

on data presentation is mainly focused on Geographic

Information Systems (GIS) visualization. For example,

translating New York City taxi trip data into urban vi-

sualization [261] and supporting traffic incident analysis

[262].

Similar to other technologies, the main challenge

faced by data presentation is that the data generated

by smart city applications are voluminous. Therefore,

the innovation and development of new techniques,

frameworks and user-friendly representations are key to

addressing the needs of smart cities and incorporating

data presentation into smart city applications.

Following the evolution of data in information systems

is one of the strong aspects of data presentation. This

leads to a better management of the urban data in smart

cities. To this end, the smart city architectures proposed

by [254], [263] are based on data presentation core

functionalities. Mei et al. [264] propose a surveillance

video data structuring method with data visualization

techniques. Data presentation technology has shown its

technical advantage in many fields of data management.

Reconstructing data organization using data presentation

techniques and realizing smartness from the structure of

data will be important trends of the futuristic data-centric

smart city.

C. Insights and Research Challenges

After discussing the different data processing tech-

nologies and identifying the limitations faced by each

technology, we turn our attention to the collective chal-

lenges faced by the different data processing technolo-

gies that smart cities need to address.

1) Processing Heterogeneous Data

The main challenge smart cities face in processing the

collected data stems from the vast volume of available

data and its heterogeneous nature. Thus, it is critical

for the different data processing platforms to be able to

process different data semantics and to scale well in the

face of the increasing amount of data. These challenges

become more pronounced when the data need to be

processed in real-time.

For example, when there is a public event in the

city, such as a sport’s event or a musical concert, smart

traffic management may have to process large volumes

of data from different sources with different semantics.

Data is collected from sensors deployed on the streets
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reporting traffic flows, from people using social networks

or crowdsourcing applications (i.e., Waze) to express

their road experience and from 5G technologies that

track the mobile phones’ locations. The ability to pro-

cess such heterogeneous data will help the smart traffic

management system to provide a better road experience

for the users.

2) Moving Toward Semi-Supervised Learning

As for machine learning and deep learning techniques,

the dependence on the availability of labeled data for

supervised learning is a major challenge. Real-life data

are mostly unlabeled and it is costly to label such large

volume of data. Moreover, it is necessary to identify the

proper performance metric and the proper training data

set for unsupervised learning, as selecting an unrepresen-

tative training data set will lead to performance degrada-

tion. Therefore, there is a need to move toward “semi-

supervised” learning, which strikes a balance between

supervised and unsupervised learning and can benefit

from both labeled and unlabeled data.

For example, in the public event scenario mentioned

above (i.e., a sport’s event or a musical concert), data

collected from the different sources (i.e., sensors, so-

cial networks, 5G) contain both labeled and unlabeled

data. The smart traffic management system in charge of

regulating the traffic within the city can benefit from

semi-supervised learning techniques to process the data

and discover hidden patterns. In this scenario, the traffic

management system should select a learning technique

and a processing platform that are scalable and able to

process the large volumes of generated data.

3) Spatial and Temporal Dependencies

Another challenge for processing data for smart city

applications is that the data processing platforms need

to be aware of the dependencies of some data on the

time and location these data were collected, as ignoring

such dependencies might lead to catastrophic decisions

especially in safety-critical situations and disasters.

For example, in smart emergency systems, the depen-

dence of data on time and location is critical. The data

processing platforms need to identify new data from

old ones in order for the law enforcement agencies to

be updated with the latest information. Moreover, the

platforms need to be aware of the locations at which

the data were collected and identify which data is more

relevant to accurately report the location of the incident

under investigation. When the processing platforms are

able to identify such dependencies, the law enforcement

agencies can quickly respond to safety-critical situations.

4) Deployment of an Information Management System

Ensuring data quality and the interpretation of mean-

ingful results are challenges faced by any data processing

platform. However, these challenges become more pro-

nounced when big data is considered. To ensure the data

quality, the processing platform needs to check that the

data is “good” before processing it. This means that an

information management system should be deployed to

address this issue. Although data acquisition technolo-

gies need to ensure data quality as well, they are able

to do so to some extent due to the limited processing

capabilities. Therefore, data quality should be ensured at

all levels of data management in smart cities as shown

in our holistic view in Figure 2.

As for interpreting meaningful results, data presenta-

tion techniques should present large volumes of results

such that the decision-making agencies can interpret the

results in the best way possible. This can be realized by

grouping “similar” results under some form of hierarchy

for effective data presentation. For example, in smart city

planning applications, results interpreted in meaningless

ways can affect the decisions made by the city authorities

and result in dissatisfaction among the citizens.

VI. DATA DISSEMINATION

The last step in the journey of the data through

a smart city application is to disseminate the data to

the interested end users. Facilitating data dissemination

between different parties is key to smart city realization

[265]. Due to the existence of different kinds of end users

(e.g., citizens, companies, government agencies, etc.)

requiring different levels of quality of service, the need

arises for a smart city to deploy different protocols for

data dissemination. In this section, we survey the recent

literature and discuss the different data dissemination

techniques and the challenges they face in the context

of smart city applications.

A. Data Dissemination Methods

Data can be disseminated to end users using one of

the following methods:

• Direct Access: In this method, the data resides in

a database that can either be accessed openly or

by authenticated users. Users interested in a piece

of data issue requests indicating their interest and

receive a response containing the data. Challenges

faced by this method are mainly the same chal-

lenges faced by databases, ranging from validating

authenticated users, to performing fast queries on

the voluminous data of smart cities, to ensuring

the correctness of the results, to security concerns

especially for open access databases. Smart city

applications that require the data to be stored in

a database, such as smart health (where patient

records are stored in a database) and city planning

(where records of the city’s infrastructure are stored

in a database) can take full advantage of this

method.
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• Push method: Where a piece of data is pushed

to the end users without being requested by the

users. This method is usually suitable for conveying

notifications regarding future events (e.g., electricity

outage, road closures, etc.), or delivering critical

messages in case of emergencies. The most impor-

tant challenge faced by this method is the timely

delivery of data, especially in case of emergencies.

• Publish/Subscribe services: This is a messaging

system where data senders (publishers) publish

their data without knowing the exact identity of

the receivers (subscribers) and subscribers receive

data based on their expressed interest. To imple-

ment this service, a middleware called a message

broker is required, such as Kafka, RabbitMQ, or

Mosquitto. Which message broker to use depends

on the smart city application under consideration,

as shown in Table IX. The main challenge of using

publish/subscribe services is to ensure the stability

of the message queues and the delivery of messages

in the face of the large amount of data in smart

cities.

• Opportunistic Routing: Due to the highly dynamic

topology and the wireless nodes being oblivious to

their surroundings, the sender and the receiver may

not be aware of each other. Opportunistic routing

aims at delivering data in such topologies, where

the routing decisions are made dynamically after

the data is received by intermediate nodes. Although

this may cause message flooding, it can be solved

through the use of acknowledgement packets as

suggested in [266].

B. Data Dissemination in Smart City Applications

To this date, there are limited efforts that address data

dissemination in the context of smart cities. Although

there are few works that have considered this aspect,

most of the literature targets the data acquisition and

processing in smart cities as discussed in Sections IV

and V.
To summarize the current literature, Palma and Vegni

[267] evaluate the use of a broadcasting system for

VANETs, where the topology is changing dynamically

according to traffic patterns. Bonola et al. [268] provide

experimental evaluation on using taxis as relaying nodes

for collecting and disseminating data from/to different

devices in the city of Rome. Le et al. [269] propose

a routing algorithm to disseminate data in topologies

consisting of heterogeneous nodes. Reina et al. [270]

propose a multi-objective optimization for data dissemi-

nation in Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN). Gorrieri [271]

proposes multihop routing in support of IoT applica-

tions. Wu et al. [272] present a framework for Urban

Sensing applications using UAVs to collect, process

and disseminate the data. Morelli et al. [273] propose

a mathematical model to predict recurring patterns in

mobile movements to facilitate opportunistic routing to

disseminate data for smart city applications. All of these

works use opportunistic routing for data dissemination.

The works in [274]–[276] propose architectures of

middlewares in which the data dissemination is based on

a Publish/Subscribe service using Kafka, OpenSplice and

Google Pub/Sub platform, respectively. De Alvarenga et

al. [277] propose an architecture based on a push server

model for data dissemination in smart cities. TRIMARC,

a traffic response and accident management deployed

in Louisville, USA [278] pushes road closure schedules

using APIs to different departments. Rusu and Vert [279]

propose a notification system called City Alerts, where

data is stored in a database that is accessible through a

web interface.

Taking a different approach to data dissemination,

Lauriault’s goal in [280] is to help make a decision about

the data that should be disseminated through a decision

making tree. Tian et al. [281] present a Traffic Adaptive

data Dissemination (TrAD) protocol for VANETs. The

performance of two data dissemination protocols for

VANETs, DV-CAST and Edge Aware Epidemic Protocol

(EAEP), are evaluated by Islam and Palit [282]. Olaru et

al. [283] identifies three categories, under which require-

ments needed by any data dissemination infrastructure

falls; context-awareness and integration, scale and de-

pendability, and users’ privacy. Bessis and Dobre [284]

provide a taxonomy and analysis of data dissemination

techniques in the context of IoT. Lupi et al. [285]

evaluate a broadcast protocol for data dissemination in

VANETs. A survey for data dissemination in VANETs

is presented by Chen et al. [286]. Hahner et al. [287]

proposes a protocol for data dissemination in MANETs.

A policy for regulating data dissemination is in effect in

the city of Dubai [288].

Table XI summarizes the challenges faced by these

data dissemination techniques.

C. Insights and Research Challenges

In this section, we discuss the challenges faced by the

data dissemination technologies when used collectively

by smart cities. We also draw some insights toward

realizing smart cities.

1) Scalability

As with data acquisition and data processing, the

challenges faced by data dissemination technologies

stem from the large volume of data to be delivered to

different smart city applications and users that require

different semantics and data representation. Therefore,

data dissemination technologies must be able to scale

well and be able to deliver data with different semantics.
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TABLE XI: DATA DISSEMINATION CHALLENGES IN SMART CITIES

Technology Advantages Limitations and Challenges References

Direct Access

• Data Consistency
• Reduced Data Redundancy
• Enhanced Data Security

• Scalability
[279]

Push
Notifications

• Real-Time Communication
• Wide Reach to End Users
• User Retention

• Platform Dependency
• Scalability
• Routing Issues

[277], [278]

Pub/Sub

• Loose Coupling between Publishers
and Subscribers

• Enhanced Response Time

• Inflexibility of the Data Structure.
• Scalability for Large Number of Users. [274]–[276]

Opportunistic
Routing

• Infrastructure-less
• Increased Reliability
• Increased Transmission Range

• Potential Lack of End-to-End Path
• High Delay
• Message Loss
• Next Hop Decision

[267]–[273]

For example, continuing with the scenarios mentioned

in Section V-C (i.e., a sport’s event or a musical concert),

reporting information back to the citizens should be in

different semantics (i.e., information reported through

social networks have different semantics than those

reported through crowdsourcing or 5G). Moreover, the

traffic management system needs to deliver data to a

large group of people. Therefore, the technologies used

to disseminate the data need to scale well.

2) Distributed Data Access

For technologies that require direct access to a

database, challenges such as users’ authentication, per-

forming fast queries and security threats become more

pronounced. City management systems should provide

a distributed way to handle the massive amount of

accesses and to quickly respond to requested queries. For

example, in smart healthcare, accessing health records

of patients must be authenticated. Only the patient’s

doctors and nurses should be able to access these records.

Moreover, since there are large number of records, the

doctors or the nursing staff should be able to quickly

access the desired records and fast queries should be

performed.

3) Federations of Message Brokers

For Publish/Subscribe services, there is a need to

design management algorithms for clusters and feder-

ations of message brokers in order for these brokers to

operate at city-scale. Without such algorithms, individual

brokers are unable to handle the massive load that can

be generated at the city-scale.

For example, smart city parking applications that can

benefit from Publish/Subscribe services may need to

report the location of empty spaces to drivers who are

interested in such applications. These applications need

to choose Publish/Subscribe services that are able to

disseminate the location of empty parking spaces to large

number of drivers (especially in crowded areas and rush

hours).

4) Citizens Dynamism

Since the citizens in the city are highly dynamic

by changing locations quickly, technologies such as

opportunistic routing should focus on addressing the

issues of energy efficiency and intermittent connections.

These issues become more explicit in the context of

smart cities and the new technologies should be able

to quickly decide how to disseminate the data in light of

low power consumption. For example, Road Side Units

(RSU) use opportunistic routing to communicate with

the vehicles on the road. These units should be designed

with energy efficiency in mind, as well as allowing data

storage until a connection with a vehicle or another RSU

can be established.

VII. DATA SECURITY AND PRIVACY

Smart cities are born from convergence of its citizens,

infrastructure and ICT in order to improve resource

management, as defined in Section I. This convergence

offers many benefits, but it also poses many security

and privacy challenges if not implemented adequately.

Although security threats and challenges are an inherent

part of any ICT system [289]–[292], its impact level

amplifies many folds in case of smart cities where

symbiosis of physical infrastructure and ICT becomes

a reality. A hacked email account might cause problems

to a single individual, but if a Smart Grid (SG) is hacked,

it can paralyze a city or even an entire state [293]. One

manifestation of such a threat was Stuxnet worm [294].

The worm is believed to have been designed to target the

Iranian nuclear program, infecting industrial Supervisory

Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system. Based

on the reports, before its discovery by the Iranians, the
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Fig. 14: Smart city and IoT.

worm had rendered more than 30% of the centrifuges at

the Natanz Uranium enrichment facility useless.

Analyzing security and privacy challenges in smart

cities are difficult due to complexity of systems and in-

volvement of numerous partakers. Technological, socio-

economical and governmental factors all affect security

and privacy [12]. In this study, the focus is solely on

technological challenges of possible future. Even-though

the focus is only on technological challenges, not all

technological challenges will be covered due to the

diversity and big number of technologies that can be used

in smart cities. Therefore, we mainly focus on challenges

and issues that are unique to smart cities; such as Smart

Mobility (SM), Smart Grids and to some extent IoT.

In the following, we discuss unique security and

privacy challenges in smart cities and some of its com-

ponents and possible solutions. Furthermore, we outline

the future trends in security and privacy of smart cities.

A. Challenges and Threats

Smart cities usher in a new era of Internet and

communication, and with it, comes a new set of cyber

security threats. In smart cities, billions of devices will

be gathering, storing and processing data ubiquitously

using hardware embedded in the environment. The het-

erogeneity of technologies in smart cities makes security

and privacy a multi-dimensional problem, for which

traditional solutions might not work.

There are several aspects of the smart city ecosystem

that makes it vulnerable to security and privacy threats

which are uncommon in traditional cyber-networks. One

such vulnerable aspect is its heterogeneous nature. At-

tacks on smart cities might emerge from the integration

of different technologies that are prone to incompatibility

issues and in some instances are not built with security

in mind.

Another vulnerable aspect is the physically distributed

nature of smart city networks, which might incorporate

huge numbers of small devices and sensors, introduces

new security and privacy threats. Physically distributed

networks make it hard to provide physical security

and increases attack surface. Likewise, usage of cheap,

proprietary devices and sensors heralds new security and

privacy threats. For instance, burglars can use camera

footage, motion sensor data, microphones embedded

within smart TVs, log of lights and thermostat to figure

out when a house is not occupied [295]. Such security

and privacy threats are further escalated by usage of

small and cheap IoT devices that may not have the

capabilities to support cryptographic solutions necessary

to countermeasure common security and privacy threats.

In the following, we review security and privacy threats

and challenges of three essential smart city components.

1) Smart Grids (SG)

Electric grids have evolved a great deal since con-

ception of the first grid by Thomas Edison in Lower

Manhattan. Nevertheless, despite all developments the

classical grid has remained a one-way flow grid that has

several short comings [296]–[298] and is not suitable

for today’s society. Furthermore, classical grids suffer

from over generation due to their inability to match

the generation to the demand. Considering that it is

hard for distributors to precisely predict peak demand,

they have to over generate energy in order to sustain

demands during peak hours, which results in environ-

ment pollution and contributes to global warming where

fossil fuels are used. Likewise, classical grids do not

have the capability to help inform consumers about their

energy usage, which could help consumers plan usage

accordingly, thus improving efficiency. In pursuance of

overcoming aforementioned shortcomings, a framework

for next generation of electric power systems, called

SGs, was proposed in [299]. SGs create two-way com-

munication infrastructure that supports new applications,

such as Advanced Metering Infrastructure, Demand Re-

sponse, Distribution Grid Management, and wide area

situation awareness [300]. Although SGs allow us to

use the grid much more efficiently, the added two-way

communication systems would be more susceptible to

cyber attacks.

In addition to common security and privacy chal-

lenges, which are listed in Table XII, SGs also introduce

unique security and privacy challenges that needs to

be addressed. One such challenge stems from the use

of legacy devices and protocols in SGs. For instance,
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SCADA protocols that are extensively used in Industrial

Control Systems (ICS), which SGs are part of, were

designed over twenty years ago for isolated environments

and for good performance but with no security in mind

[301]. Integration of such legacy systems into smart

cities pose huge security challenges. Authors of [302]

asserts to have found more than 60, 000 vulnerable

SCADA systems on the Internet. Likewise, distributed

nature of SGs introduces new security and privacy

challenges. SGs are distributed across several hundred

square kilometers with several substations that each can

act as entry to point to the network. Physical security

for such a distributed systems is very challenging [303].

Additionally, some of the legacy devices used in power

grids does not support cryptographic solutions and are

virtually impossible to patch or update [304] which

introduces a new set of challenges to security and privacy

in SGs.

There are several different solutions proposed in lit-

erature to the aforementioned challenges. Passive and

active intrusion detection systems have been proposed

[302], [304]–[306]. Intrusion detection systems although

efficient in classic computer networks, still have limi-

tations in ICS that needs to be addressed [304]. The

authors of [307] proposes using a Shadow Security

Unit that is capable of transparently intercepting com-

munication channels and process I/O lines to monitor

system security. Such a solutions is cheap and non-

intrusive. Fingerprinting devices in order to monitor ICS

security have been proposed by [303]. Fingerprinting is

suitable for SGs since the networks are distributed and

maintaining physical security is very difficult [303].

2) Smart Mobility

SM is the application of ICT solutions to resolve

the mobility issues (e.g., pollution, accidents, traffic

congestion) that the citizens face. These issues have both

social (e.g., each year more than 1.2 million lives are lost

due to road accidents world wide [308]) and economical

(e.g., road congestion in the U.S. costs $37.5 billion each

year [309]) consequences.

Despite all the advantages, SM and ITS are not with-

out challenges. The consequences of security flaws in

SM systems can be life threatening. For example, imag-

ine a malicious party that makes a fast moving vehicle

on the highway to brake hard in order to avoid collision

with an imaginary vehicle in front of it; this can be life

threatening if there are other vehicles behind the targeted

vehicle. In its National ITS Architecture (NITSA) [310],

the Department of Transporation specified 22 subsystems

for ITS and SM that cover all communication aspects of

V2V and V2I systems and their security objective and

requirements.

To realize the SM, it is necessary to integrate a wide

range of systems and technologies [311], [312] together.

Securing such a heterogeneous system is an arduous task.

To better identify potential security threats and evaluate

security performance of a system, security objectives

and requirements of the system need to be identified.

In ITS, exchanged data should not be subjected to

intentional or unintentional modifications. Otherwise, it

will be possible for malicious users to take advantage

of the system (e.g., sybil attack) [313] resulting in

serious consequences (e.g., falsifying certificates makes

the identification of malicious vehicles difficult in case

of disputes). Denial of Service (DoS) and DDoS attacks

are the most serious threats against the availability of

services. ITS users rely on services provided by the

system, and the absence of such services can have

dire consequences (e.g., flooding or jamming attacks,

preventing or delaying receipt of Basic Safety Messages

(BSM) by vehicles on a highway, can prove to be fatal).

Attacks on integrity of ITS system include data

tampering attacks (e.g., man-in-the-middle attacks or

replay attacks), unauthorized use/access attacks (e.g.,

masquerading), and broadcast tampering attacks [312],

[314], [315]. ITS service availability is important be-

cause users rely on offered services to make decisions

(e.g., pedestrians being alerted of approaching vehicle).

Preventing or delaying the dissemination of messages

by a malicious attacker can lead to fatal consequences.

Attacks on availability need not be complex; simple

attacks such as jamming [316] can prevent or delay the

delivery of messages in wireless networks that ITS relies

on. Attacks on availability include jamming, flooding,

DoS, DDoS and Sybil attacks [312], [314], [315], [317],

[318].

Although some of the applications in ITS do not

require confidentiality (e.g., BSM in VANETs [319]),

it is of utmost importance for other applications (e.g.,

Electronic Toll Collection). Attacks on confidentiality

can range from simple wiretapping and eavesdropping

to brute force and man-in-the-middle attacks.

Countermeasures to security threats in ITS are as wide

ranged as the attacks themselves. Each of the security

threats have to be dealt in its own right. While some

of the attacks can be prevented (e.g., using certified and

disposable certificates to prevent cryptographic replica-

tion attacks [312]), others can only be mitigated using

different techniques (e.g., jamming attack mitigation

[320]). Table XII contains a list of security threats and

their most common countermeasures

3) Smart Homes

Smart Homes is another component of smart cities

that will pose huge security and privacy threats. Home

appliances are becoming smarter each day and soon

citizens would be able to control all aspects of their

homes both locally and remotely via smart home sys-

tems. Google Home and Amazon Echo are two of
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the latest gadgets that allows its owners to control

some part of their homes. Smart TVs equipped with

microphone and cameras, security cameras with motion

sensors, smart thermostats, smart lights (e.g., Philips Hue

Lights), smart fridges, smart door locks, smart utility

meters and smart shutters are already present in many

homes. Although such systems are valuable and can

help us better manage our homes, their security and

privacy aspects are not well studied. Additionally, many

of such devices are being produced by manufacturers

with no security and privacy in mind. Authors of [321]

have studied Samsung owned SmartThings programming

framework and Samsung’s SmartApps market and claim

that 55% of the smart applications in the store are over-

privileged. These applications can access functionalities

that they have no use and thus can be easily exploited

by malicious entities.
Based on documents published by WikiLeaks, Central

Intelligence Agency (CIA) already has the capability and

tools to hack any smart appliance currently present in our

homes [322]. Such report was no surprise given CIA’s

resources, but these attacks are not all that difficult given

how un-secure the devices are as demonstrated by [321];

who were able to change door lock codes and induce fake

alarms among other activities. Such reports are alarming

and dangerous as society is moving towards smart homes

at a very fast pace.
Likewise, malicious users can benefit greatly from

gathering data from personal devices in used in homes.

For instance, data gathered can be used for user profiling

and tracking or for launching other types of attacks

[323]. The most striking difference between traditional

computer security and privacy attacks and smart home

attacks are the number of different ways malicious users

can gain access. Burglars can determine where and when

to rob based on security camera feeds, motion sensors,

energy usage patterns and can gain access to target

homes by exploiting smart lock weaknesses [295]. Such

attacks can not only cause financial harms but are also

serious threats to privacy.
To counter smart home attacks better hardware stan-

dard needs to be introduced so that sensors and devices

are not vulnerable to common security and privacy

attacks. Furthermore, home appliance manufactures have

to improve security of their softwares. Devices should be

able to be remotely and easily updated and new software

patches installed.

B. Insights and Research Challenges

We discussed common security and privacy threats in

smart cities and their countermeasures. In this part we

highlight security and privacy research challenges that

can affect the realization of smart cities. Furthermore,

we highlight critical insights into novel solutions that

have the potential to solve security and privacy issues of

smart cities.

1) IoT Security and Privacy

One of the first challenges that smart cities face is

providing security and privacy using IoT systems. IoT

is an essential part of a smart city infrastructure and ap-

plications. IoT systems rely on low-power devices with

limited computational power embedded in environments

that communicate via different wireless technologies.

This paradigm poses numerous security and privacy

challenges that need to be addressed. Use of sensors and

devices with limited computational power, which rely

on weak cryptography algorithms, pose serious threats

to data security and integrity. In addition, existence of

sensors with or without limited computing power to

perform basic cryptographic operations limit the length

of cryptographic keys; which in turn can jeopardize both

confidentiality and integrity of data [346]. Moreover,

dense deployment of IoT devices and sensors carry the

risk of physical security breaches. Adversaries might be

able to install malware on devices and compromise data

integrity.

One powerful tool to counter the aforementioned

security and privacy challenges is Trusted Platform Mod-

ule (TPM) standard [347]. The TPM, as specified by

the Trusted Computing Group, is a dedicated hardware

module for cryptographic processing operations. It is

usually deployed as a co-processor and is used for

cryptographic random number generation, secure boot,

attestation and data sealing. TPM saves a hash of desired

state of platform in a secure area, and each time the

system boots, it checks the current state of the system

against the desired state hash. If any changes were

detected, it prevents the system from booting. TPM

along with the BIOS system create a root-of-trust. Using

TPM can greatly increase the systems’ integrity and

confidentiality. TPM is a viable solution for devices

with hardware that can support such operations. Network

overlays is a viable solution to protect security and

privacy in networks with sensors and devices that have

limited or no cryptographic capabilities. The overlay

network provides security and privacy by isolating the

network in question from attackers.

Likewise, maintaining user privacy in IoT and smart

cities is a much harder challenge than traditional systems

due to the ubiquitous data gathering sensors embedded in

the environment. Personal data gathered by sensors can

be indefinitely retained by servers, which can threaten

users’ privacy. Moreover, since all activities in smart

cities are performed using ICT, it becomes difficult for

users to hide their presence and activities. For example,

automatic toll collection will be offered in smart cities

under smart mobility services. But they will require

users to pay toll fees via authenticated means. In such
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TABLE XII: SECURITY THREATS AND COUNTERMEASURES [312], [314], [315], [320], [324]–[327], [327]–

[343]

Attack Description and Countermeasure(s)

Data alteration and modification Malicious users can break integrity of exchanged data by altering, deleting or fabricating
its content. Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) can be used to counter such attacks.

Masquerade attack In masquerading attacks, malicious entities duplicate valid identities to achieve their
goals. Identity certificates issued by trusted authorities (PKI) are used to identify
entities. To ensure that compromised certificates are not used, certificate revocation
lists mechanism can be utilized to prevent such attacks.

Replay attack In replay attacks, malicious entities repeatedly send valid data gathered maliciously to
gain access to the system. To counter replay attacks, a system can keep a cache of
exchanged messages and compare new message with previously received messages.

Man-in-the-middle attack In this type of attack, the attacker intercepts the communication between two entities,
while the entities think they have direct communication. Preventing such attacks is
possible via cryptographic solutions.

Sybil attack Sybil attacks are impersonation attacks. They can be simply prevented by explicitly
binding an identity to participating entities in a system. PKI-based identities (signatures)
can be used for assigning identities. It is also possible to detect such attacks via
cryptographic solutions.

GPS spoofing Attackers can make ITS entities that use GPS for positioning (i.e., vehicles) believe
that they are in a different position than they originally are [344]. Such actions can
lead to accidents. Furthermore, GPS is also used to synchronize system time, and if
GPS is spoofed, then the system will also become susceptible to replay attacks. To
counter GPS Spoofing, implementing plausibility rules, such as using location and signal
strength of satellite to detect any malicious and abrupt changes can be used. Technical
countermeasures include using military Precise Positioning System (PPS) signals instead
of civic Standard Positioning System (SPS) signals.

Broadcast and Transaction Tamper-
ing

Broadcast tampering is the injection of false data into the system by malicious users
using broadcast messages. In transaction tampering, the malicious user could tamper
transmitted data or create an alternate reply to unsuspecting users. Using authentication
and digital certificates can prevent both of these attacks. Even if malicious users gain
access via valid certificate, the problem can be solved by using CRL.

Eavesdropping and Traffic Analy-
sis

Both of these attacks target users’ privacy. Encryption and cryptographic solutions are
strong enough and can counter these attacks.

DoS Jamming is a physical layer attack, usually conducted by transmitting noise signals to
prevent the transfer of legitimate traffic. Different techniques exist to mitigate jamming
attacks. Spamming is difficult to stop due to its infrastructure-less nature. Flooding
attacks try to make the system unavailable by generating more data than the system can
handle.

Malware It can be any attack that involves malicious software, such as Trojan horses, viruses and
worms. The software can infect the infrastructure or any other part of ITS. Malware
attacks can be prevented by signing the software, using anti-virus software and keeping
software up-to-date.

Brute Force In brute force attacks, attacker uses all possible combinations of keys to gain unautho-
rized access to the system or the data. National Institute of Standard and Technology, in
its guidelines for computer security, recommends using strong cryptography algorithms
to deter and prevent brute force attacks. Authors of [345] provide a comprehensive
analysis of current cryptography algorithms and their susceptibility to brute-force
attacks.

Timing attack Timing attacks are a significant challenge in networks where time-critical applications
exist. Safety applications, such as forward collision warning applications, are delay-
sensitive and susceptible to such attacks. Timing attacks can be prevented by using
time-stamps and signing the packets with an algorithm, such as Elliptic Curve Digital
Signature Algorithm (EDCA).

Conflict Collision Conflict collision occurs at the perception layer of IoT when multiple Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) tags try to transmit data simultaneously, and RFID reader might
not be able to read data properly. To resolve this issue, RFID anti-collision techniques
can be used.

Node Security To ensure security and privacy in IoT sensors, nodes have to not only trust each other
but also trust the base stations and the core-network. Trust management techniques can
be used to ensure trustworthiness of nodes and communication.

Security Attacks on devices with
limited computational and storage
resources

WSN is an integral part of IoT network, which is an essential part of smart cities. There
are many different attacks that target these devices. The key to countering such attacks
are lightweight cryptographic solutions, such as TinySA.

Routing attacks WSN is susceptible to routing attacks, such as sinkhole attacks and selective forwarding.
These attacks can be mitigated using secure routing protocols.
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a scenario, users’ data saved in the system can later be

accessed and/or compromised by an attacker.

Blockchain [348] can be used to solve privacy issues

in the mentioned scenarios and has the potential to

address all the privacy concerns in smart cities. This is a

peer-to-peer distributed open database that first became

famous as the ledger technology used to keep track of

exchanged cryptocurrency, Bitcoins [349]. Blockchain’s

distributed database can be used to record any type of

transaction securely and anonymously. The major benefit

of Blockchain is its un-hackable nature. In order to com-

promise the system, attackers have to hack 51% of the

nodes in the network, which is essentially impractical. In

the mentioned toll collection scenario mentioned above,

Blockchains can be used so the user can pay the toll

collection system using some form of digital currency

securely while maintaining his/her privacy. This need not

be the only usecase. Blockchain can be used in smart

cities to establish relations between service providers

and users using smart contracts without involvement of

third-parties and re-negotiations. For instance, a service

provider could lend goods to users and keep track of

the goods via Blockchain. Users could automatically pay

lenders via Blockchain connected to their bank accounts.

Such a smart contract would allow fast transactions while

maintaining privacy.

2) Machine Learning Security

Another future research challenge in smart cities is

securing machine learning vulnerabilities in adversar-

ial environments, which is referred to as Adversarial

Machine Learning field. Intrusion Detection Systems

(IDSs) are one of the technologies that rely extensively

on machine learning systems to keep networks safe

from complex attacks (e.g., man-in-the-middle attacks,

wiretapping attacks, malware and viruses). For IDSs to

perform efficiently, their machine learning algorithms are

trained on datasets that are called adversarial samples.

They are past known patterns and behaviors of attackers.

For instance, in order to mark emails correctly as spam,

the spam detection software relies on a set of keywords

in past spam emails. As machine learning algorithms

mature, adversarial attacks also get sophisticated in or-

der to evade detection. Adversaries know that machine

learning algorithms require training, so they often devise

targeted attacks that aim to poison the training data

that can render the algorithm useless. In addition, some

adversaries focus on crafting input data that resembles

normal input in order to escape detection. Although solu-

tions to some of the security vulnerabilities in adversarial

machine learning have been devised [350], [351], current

solutions do not completely eliminate all vulnerabilities

and more research is required to find viable solutions.

In this section, we reviewed security and privacy

objectives, requirements and threats in smart cities and

some countermeasures. Furthermore, we highlighted so-

lutions that can be leveraged to solve security and

privacy issues in smart cities.

VIII. NETWORKING AND COMPUTING

TECHNOLOGIES

The data lifecycle needs to be supported by different

networking and computing technologies. As the ubiqui-

tous devices and systems generate abundant data that

is often underutilized. The data they generate should

be reused and distributed across different application

domains, devices and systems. For instance, municipal-

ity, private and public organizations can utilize various

embedded systems and infrastructure, such as traffic

monitoring cameras, smart buildings, smart power grids

and government clouds [352] to monitor, process, coor-

dinate and control various activities.
These activities and tasks can be broadly classified

into safety, efficiency and infotainment services and

applications. Safety services and applications can range

from pedestrian and passenger safety in the ITS, to

disease prevention and control of outbreak of epidemics

through smart healthcare systems employed in the smart

city. Efficiency services and applications include the ever

famous on-the-go connectivity, smart parking assistance

and traffic monitoring of the smart city to improve

productivity of the workforce and residents. The in-

fotainment services and applications that will benefit

significantly from a smart city will include personalized

and context aware advertisements about items on sale,

TV shows to watch, trending tweets, and breaking news

highlights.

At one end of the smart city spectrum, we have a

wide range of smart devices and systems that are al-

ready embedded in the ambient environment. The smart

devices can vary tremendously in their purpose. They

can be sensors embedded in wearable devices, such as

clothes, watches and glasses. Alternatively, the sensors

could be embedded in the environment for actuation and

automation, and in control systems in homes and offices,

such as occupancy based lighting control, programmable

temperature controlling systems and water consumption

control in bathrooms. There are also ambient sensors

embedded in the on-board units in vehicles for collision

avoidance and vehicle maintenance. These embedded

smart devices and actuation, automation and control sys-

tems in the environment and the latent network elements,

such as, routers and switches, are all integrated into the

IoT that enables smart cities [353].
On the opposite end of the spectrum, we have the

high performance, scalable and reliable datacenters of

the cloud. It is envisaged that many of the smart city

applications and services will be hosted in the Cloud.

Therefore, smart city residents and service providers can
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rely on cloud services to host, build and/or deploy their

smart city services and applications.
However, the disparity in communication protocols,

proprietary vendor-specific software and intrinsic hard-

ware differences inhibit the realization of smart cities.

Recent advances in virtualization and softwarization of

various transportation and network layer functionalities

can overcome some of these challenges. Key enabling

technologies for softwarization include Network Func-

tions Virtualization (NFV), Software-Defined Network-

ing (SDN) and Cloud computing [354]. They enable

integration of smart devices and systems and facilitate

data management in smart cities. The softwarization of

network functions and communication, using NFV and

SDN, respectively, can offer all the L2-L7 applications

and services for data management and exchange in an

IoT for smart cities [355]. In the following subsections,

we will briefly discuss the enabling technologies, evalu-

ate them against well motivated IoT requirements for the

smart city and discuss future insights and open research

challenges.

A. Cloud computing

Traditionally, service providers predict demand for

their applications and services and allocate the neces-

sary resources accordingly. Though accurate prediction

models [356], [357] can estimate the popularity of ser-

vices, service providers may still not provision resources

adequately to cater to sudden and unexpected surges

in demand. For example, in a city hosting a spectac-

ular sports event, the audience experience deterioration

in performance of wireless devices with unacceptable

latency and unavailability of cellular and social media

services due to the sheer number of people and their

sharing of voluminous, high-resolution content, such as

videos.
Similarly, disruption in cellular communication was

witnessed in the disaster of 9/11 in New York City.

Such variations in demand are unpredictable and directly

result in performance degradation and monitory loss

for service providers. The elasticity required by service

providers to meet the fluctuating end-user demands can

be easily achieved by cloud computing. The cloud offers

seemingly infinite resources, namely network, compute

and storage that are leased by service providers. The

elasticity of the cloud enables service providers to dy-

namically provision resources to meet sudden surges or

troughs in demand.
The cloud consists of hardware and software in

large-scale datacenters, with hundreds and thousands of

machines spread across the globe. Primarily, it offers

three services, namely, Software-as-a-Service (SaaS),

Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure-as-a-

Service (IaaS) [358]. The services differ in the level

of access to the cloud infrastructure. In SaaS, users

can access applications running in the cloud via web

interfaces, whereas in PaaS the users can implement their

own applications using tools (e.g., libraries, program-

ming languages) and services in the cloud. In IaaS, users

can provision resources, such as compute and storage,

to deploy arbitrary applications, services and software

components in the cloud.
The cloud computing paradigm enables cloud infras-

tructure providers to offer cloud resources as services

in a pay-as-you-go cost model with QoS guarantees.

QoS with respect to availability and response time is

increasingly becoming the de facto clause in Service

Layer Agreements (SLAs), which guarantees service

uptime and response time for service consumers.
Cloud computing offers smart city service providers

with dynamic resource provisioning, primarily through

virtualization. The virtual resources can include com-

putation, storage and communication, which can be dy-

namically allocated and deallocated in datacenters across

different geographic regions to meet demands. The dat-

acenters can belong to the same cloud infrastructure

provider or they can be across clouds. Currently, cloud

computing has matured to the point where it is widely

accepted and adopted for its scalability and reliability

[359] in hosting services and applications. However, it

is important to note that not all applications and services

will be hosted or migrated far into the traditional cloud,

since various applications and services will be brought

closer to the end-user using converged edges [360] in

smart cities.
The converged edges will build on cloud computing

concepts to offer a dynamic resource pool for hosting

cloud like applications and services that have strict

latency requirements. Examples include smart city ap-

plications and services that are used by first response

teams for immediate coordination of safety procedures,

applications that require large-scale processing of highly

localized data [360], and Peer-to-Peer Video-on-Demand

and safety applications for ITS [361], [362]. Smart

city services that appear as SaaS include road safety

applications for pedestrians and vehicles [363], taxi

service applications in mobile clouds [364], and cloud-

based Smart City Operating System [365]. Other services

include Smart City Platforms [366] and Smart City as a

Service (SCaaS) [367] for PaaS and IaaS.

B. Software-Defined Networking

Traditional telecommunication networks consist of

tightly coupled data and control planes implemented in

hardware and software. SDN enables softwarization of

networks by decoupling the control and data planes. The

hardware generally includes data forwarding devices,

such as routers and switches, while the control plane
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is implemented in software as a logically centralized

controller. The controllers and forwarding hardware in

the data plane communicate via non-proprietary and

secure communication protocol. OpenFlow [368] has be-

come the de facto standard protocol for communication

between the software controllers and the data plane.
OpenFlow conveniently exposes the typical network

elements and functions of hardware to the controller for

programmability of the data plane [369]. In essence,

any hardware device can be updated with a firmware

to be OpenFlow compliant [369], which dramatically

decreases capital expenditure (CAPEX) and reduces time

to deploy a software-defined network for smart cities.
Figure 15 illustrates the high-level SDN concept using

SDN controllers and OpenFlow enabled network de-

vices. An OpenFlow enabled network device maintains

flow tables that record generic routing information, such

as packet identification, source IP address, destination

IP address, ingress and egress ports. The OpenFlow

controller manages the flow tables that represent the

data forwarding rules in the data plane. An OpenFlow

controller includes a Network Operating System (NOS)

that interacts with the southbound OpenFlow API. There

are various OpenFlow controllers, such as NOX/POX

[370], Floodlight [371], McNettle [372], and NetCore

[373], which allow external applications to create and

update high-level network policies that are implemented

in the data plane [369].
In this way, SDN offers extreme flexibility and high

programmability. The programmability of the data plane

by the controller enables cost-effective and dynamic

network configuration in support of smart cities. SDN

is being proposed to control IoT for smart cities, by

extending connectivity to homes using SDN for capacity

sharing [374], securing routing in smart cities [353] and

mobility management within various clouds [375], [376].

C. Network Functions Virtualization

Traditionally, telecommunication companies deploy

specialized network hardware to perform specific net-

work functions (NFs). Network functions provide net-

work level services, such as deep packet inspection

(DPI), firewall, and network address translation (NAT).

The network traffic passes through multiple network

functions in a specific order, known as a Service Func-

tion Chain (SFC). For example, an SFC can consist of a

firewall, followed by an IDS, and then DPI. Therefore, an

SFC requires a fixed sequence of these middleboxes that

process different flows. Myriad SFCs exist in a network

infrastructure to offer various network layer services.

Therefore, SFCs must be orchestrated to optimally and

efficiently utilize the network hardware.
There is significant capital and operational expendi-

ture (CAPEX/OPEX) to deploy, maintain and update

traditional networks (i.e., their hardware and software),

which requires specialized maintenance personnel. These

costs rise further, as the requirements for future Internet

applications change and grow to meet extremely large

network traffic and rich applications requiring intensive

processing and communication. NFV cost-effectively

decouples network hardware and network functions, as

illustrated in Figure 16.

The NFs are software running on virtualized resources

on top of Commercial-off-the-Shelf (COTS) hardware. A

NFV management and orchestration (MANO) software

is used for creating, configuring, managing and moni-

toring the Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) and the

Network Functions Virtualization Infrastructure (NFVI).

NFV does not require specialized personnel or propri-

etary hardware and enables faster maintenance, update

and deployment of new and novel network functions.

Currently, NFV has been successfully applied to typical

network layer functions and is being extended to provide

end-to-end services envisioned for smart cities, such as

multimedia content delivery by virtualizing application

level functions (e.g., video compression, transcoding and

mixing) [377].

NFV shows great potential to facilitate faster deploy-

ment of IoT for smart cities through IoT-Clouds [378]

and SDN-based NFV to develop a PaaS for IoT [379].

OpenNF [380] is a converged control plane for VNFs

extending SDN in the network forwarding plane to steer

network traffic through VNF instances. Stratos [381]

is a VNF orchestrator that manages VNFs in a cloud

using traffic engineering and employs horizontal scaling

techniques, so that VNFs can be instantiated and/or

removed. Traffic engineering techniques for managing

VNFs in a SDN-based network include for example

steering network traffic through an existing sequence of

VNFs by using middleboxes that modify packet headers

and alter traffic signatures [382], [383].

SDN, NFV and Cloud computing can enable the

design, development and realization of smart cities. Es-

sentially, smart city is a seamless integration of personal,

residential, commercial, municipal, private and public

devices, equipment, buildings and systems for various

safety, efficiency and convenience services for its citi-

zens. At a high level, a smart city can be organized into

three tiers [355], as illustrated in Figure 17.

The first tier consists of myriad heterogeneous devices

connected to each other through a wireless (i.e., WiFi,

cellular 4G/5G) and/or wired (i.e., Ethernet, optical) ac-

cess network, converged edges [360] and cloud services

and applications. The converged edges on the second tier

bring the cloud resources, such as compute and storage,

closer to the end-users. They can include Metropoli-

tan Area Network (MAN) edge points [355], edge

nodes [255], [378], including cloudlets and fog nodes,
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Fig. 15: High-level view of softwarization from traditional to Software-Defined Networking.

Fig. 16: High-level view of softwarization from traditional network functions to virtual network functions.

NFV/SDN based edges [384] or at telecommunication

service providers [360]. They facilitate communication

and information processing for low latency applications

and highly localized and voluminous data processing

applications, such as safety applications in ITS [362].

The third tier consists of the cloud that is interconnected

by a backbone infrastructure, which can be softwarized

and virtualized for various L2-L7 functions.

D. Smart City Requirements and Evaluation

In this section, we derive some of the essentials for

networking in a smart city and evaluate the enabling

technologies against these requirements. As illustrated in

Figure 17, there are heterogeneous devices that will be

connected via access networks to converged edges and

traditional large scale cloud datacenters leveraging soft-

warization and virtualization technologies. Apart from

this softwarized and hierarchical IoT for smart cities,

we identify fundamental network requirements for smart

cities from the literature. After a thorough review of the

smart city literature [3], [4], [8], [10]–[12], [18], we

deduce and present a list of fundamental networking

and computing requirements for smart cities. These

include heterogeneity, interoperability, QoS, configura-

bility, management and privacy and security, as presented

in Table XIII. We evaluate the enabling technologies (i.e.,

cloud, SDN and NFV) as they are currently implemented

for meeting the fundamental network requirements for

smart cities.

Smart city enabling technologies must be able to

meet the heterogeneity [355] and interoperability [379]

requirements. The heterogeneity and interoperability in

smart cities span various domains, beginning from end-

user devices and network elements hardware disparity, to

vendor specific proprietary software, to disparate com-

munication protocols. Open standards must be designed

for seamless integration of devices and systems, irrespec-

tive of the vendor or hardware. These standards must

include overcoming heterogeneity in network access

technologies and communication protocols. They must
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Fig. 17: Smart city facilitated by cloud, SDN and NFV.

TABLE XIII: EVALUATION OF ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES FOR MEETING THE NETWORKING AND

COMPUTING REQUIREMENTS FOR SMART CITIES

Smart City Supported by

Requirements SDN NFV Cloud

Heterogeneity
Communication

Protocols
✗ ✗ ✗

and Network Appliances X X ✗

Interoperability End-user Devices ✗ ✗ ✗

Reliability ✗ ✗ High
Scalability ✗ ✗ High

QoS Latency High Low High
Throughput High High High

Differentiated Service X X ✗

Configurability and Management X X X

Privacy and Security ✗ ✗ ✗

also enable backward compatibility with older devices

and systems.

Due to the inherent techniques employed for soft-

warization and virtualization in SDN and NFV, they

can overcome the heterogeneity in network elements and

vendor specific hardware and software. For example, the

design of OpenFlow enables any hardware to become

OpenFlow compliant with a firmware [369]. This signif-

icantly reduces CAPEX and reduces deployment of new

and costly infrastructure to facilitate Smart Cities.

Though SDN and NFV technologies do not currently

enable integration of disparate communication protocols

and access technologies, there are efforts underway to

design, implement and experiment with a SDN based

network for the integration of wired (e.g., Ethernet

and optical) and 802.11 wireless networks [385], and

the integration of wireless 802.11 with next generation

4G/5G mobile devices [386]. On the other hand, there

are SDN based solutions for delivering on-demand video

and multimedia across all wireless devices using Internet

Protocol (IP) Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) [387]. SDN

can further extend the convergence of wired and cellular

access to IMS with increased QoS, resource utilization

and management [388]–[390].

The scalable and reliable [359] cloud offers high

resolution data processing and storage. However, it does

not overcome heterogeneity at the level of devices,

network appliances or communication protocols. Each

cloud provider has proprietary interfaces and develop-

ment environments [359], [391], [392], which are used

by service providers to build and deploy services in the

cloud. This further complicates a converged solution for

smart cities as service providers find it impossible to

seamlessly migrate their services within and across cloud

infrastructures [359]. Furthermore, the heterogeneity of

datacenters and the dynamically changing demand pose

unique challenges for resource provisioning in the cloud

[393].

Softwarization of network and end-to-end functions

can circumvent an additional layer of networking, that
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is, the MAN, which are deemed necessary for smart

cities [355]. For example, VNFs can bypass MANs and

significantly reduce CAPEX and complexity of smart

cities. As MANs not only require specialized hardware

but also add latency to performance of services and

applications. SDN and NFV offer L2-L7 services without

degradation in the QoS.

There are various QoS metrics that are typically used

in evaluating network performance, such as latency,

throughput, scalability, and reliability. Latency metrics

can include end-to-end delay, round-trip time (RTT),

jitter, reliability, availability, and packet-loss. The smart

city applications and services range from mundane to

extraordinary and their QoS requirements vary tremen-

dously. Therefore, it is essential to minimize response

time and end-to-end delay, and maximize throughput

and reliability [379]. In fact, proponents of IoT and 5G

networks instigate the need to achieve “zero-latency”

communication [355] for all future Internet applications

and services using effective routing [379] and converged

edges [360].

As SDN decouples data and control planes and con-

trollers update flows in the data plane, the load on the

data plane burdens the controllers, decreases throughput,

and increases latency of the controllers [394]. Therefore,

it is essential for QoS, with respect to reliability and

scalability, to efficiently deploy and maintain multiple,

distributed controllers [394]. The placement of con-

trollers and assignment of switches to controllers is often

referred to as controller placement problem [395]. The

controller placement technique must dynamically provi-

sion the distributed controllers [394], [395] and strategi-

cally assign switches to controllers for load balancing

[394]. Controller placement strategies must minimize

latency, overhead [396], cost of resource provisioning

and controller placement for a scalable network infras-

tructure. Due to these limitations, there is currently high

latency in setting up the data forwarding rules, and is

often considered the major limitation in SDN scalability

[397].

On the other hand, centralized and distributed con-

trollers have been designed to meet enterprise level

throughput requirements [397]. Though distributed con-

trollers on a centralized cluster can achieve higher

throughput, physically distributed controllers achieve

higher resiliency [397]. Reliability in SDN based net-

works for smart cities must ensure availability of

switches and controllers in the data and control planes,

respectively [398]. To ensure availability, fault detection,

prevention and recovery techniques must be employed

to seamlessly recover so that switches and controllers

are always reliable in the underlying communication

infrastructure [398].

There are various challenges in achieving high reliabil-

ity in SDN-based networks since the fault tolerance must

be achieved in data and control planes. The switches

in the data plane can be made intelligent to be able to

perform fault detection and recovery, or the controller

can detect the faults and repair the data forwarding rules

to recover from these faults [398]. However, there is a

limitation in the reliability offered in current SDN-based

networks [397] that prevents its applicability as a pillar in

networking infrastructure; it requires critical analysis of

the proposed solutions, such as accounting for overhead

and latency for fault recovery [398] in data and control

planes.

The underlying smart city infrastructure must be capa-

ble of supporting millions of devices and systems, often

mobile and intermittent. Therefore, scalability [379] is

a crucial requirement for Smart Cities. SDN are not

scalable for the magnitude of routes and flows required

for smart city [399]. This can be overcome by employ-

ing the fundamental concept of scheduling in WSNs

for monitoring, activity and packet transmission [339],

[399]. On the other hand, distributed SDN controllers

[400] not only increase availability and scalability of the

underlying network, they can also dynamically change

the load on the network links, which requires continuous

monitoring for selecting optimal number of controllers

and their placement in the network [395] to achieve load

balancing [401], and to minimize delay and overhead due

to reconfiguration between control and data forwarding

planes [395], [400], [401].

Furthermore, SDN technology can be extended to

include flexibility in the data plane. Therefore, a dual

routing scheme can be implemented [402], such that

the data plane can choose data forwarding paths to

dynamically adjust to changing traffic on the network

links. SDN scalability can be improved via distributed

controllers and a controller placement strategy that mini-

mizes overhead [396], and cost of resource provisioning.

Smart city network traffic is generated by mun-

dane and critical lifesaving applications and services.

Therefore, it is necessary to offer differentiated service

[403], which prioritizes traffic that is generated from

a small but imperative and integral set of applications

and services. These applications and services pertain to

emergency, first response teams initiated by police, fire

and paramedic departments and emergency municipality

services, or other pedestrians and vehicle safety applica-

tions in ITS [403].

VNFs performance capacity is less than their physical

counterparts [404]. However, high performance VNFs

that achieve the same performance of NFs hosted on

specialized hardware have been implemented [405].

Nonetheless, scalability in NFV is still limited and

challenging. Some of these include optimizing the map-

ping of SFCs to VNFs [406], [407] and increasing the
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capacity of virtual machines on commodity hardware

using clustering [408]. It is also necessary to scrutinize

dynamic allocation of resources for vertical and horizon-

tal scaling, to increase the capacity of a virtual machine

(VM) or to instantiate new VMs to spawns new VNFs,

respectively. Often, this scalability is programmed in the

VNF management module. It plays a critical role in

minimizing the cost of VNF deployment and placement,

energy consumption and communication overhead of

deploying and changing placement of VNF(s) [409],

[410].

However, NFV requires critical consideration for de-

sign and implementation of QoS, with respect to relia-

bility. Current NFs on specialized hardware in telecom-

munication offer five-nines (99.999%) reliability [404],

whereas current VNFs achieve only three-nines reli-

ability in simulation [411]. To this end, distributed

VNFs [412] and microservices [255], [413] are being

scrutinized to improve scalability of NFV for large-

scale deployments in support of smart cities. Cloud-

based services and applications for smart cities have high

scalability, reliability and throughput [359], but suffer in

latency [360] for those applications that require real-time

solutions [13].

Configurability and infrastructure management [379]

is critical to dynamically configure and reconfigure the

network in face of intermittent and faulty nodes. Various

smart and often mobile devices and systems can not only

arbitrarily join and leave the smart city network but may

frequently move, potentially at high speeds within the

smart city. Therefore, mobility management in smart city

infrastructure becomes essential and can be achieved by

employing IP mobility management practices to SDN

[414], or novel mobility management solutions using

SDN [375]. SDN controllers can be programmed to in-

crease their configurability and management [13], [397].

These management protocols monitor mobile nodes

to facilitate continuous connectivity by configuring and

reconfiguring the SDN nodes in the smart city network.

NFV can ease the deployment and management of smart

city networks with respect to planned and routine mainte-

nance [404] and improves the utilization of resources by

reducing over-provisioning of resources [404]. However,

orchestration of VNFs in the NFVI in a smart city is

complicated as VNFs also have to meet requirements for

reliability and low latency. Therefore, there is a trade-

off between increased reliability and low maintenance

overhead.

Privacy and Security [353] are essential to encourage

the widespread integration of various smart devices and

systems into an IoT for smart cities. Therefore, it is es-

sential to guarantee privacy of end-users and security of

data and information of private and public systems, such

as smart power grids and intelligent road infrastructure.

Currently, SDN, NFV and cloud suffer from security and

privacy issues [353], [376], [415]–[417]. It is a challenge

to ensure security for Smart City applications and users.

However, there are proposals of using black networks

and registries [353] as fundamental building blocks for

secure smart cities.

SDN can enable a more secure smart city infrastruc-

ture with the introduction of trusted SDN controllers

[353] that have a global view of the network and can

route packets efficiently. The SDN controllers can route

smart city data packets through black networks [418]

that preserve privacy of payload and meta-data to deter

a wide range of security attacks. The data forwarding

rules can include routing and scheduling traffic flows

based on availability of nodes [353] to accommodate for

unpredictability of nodes that abruptly join, move and

leave the smart city network.

Therefore, there are various advantages of SDN, NFV

and cloud due to programmability and virtualization,

such as ease in dynamic adaptation of network functions

and data forwarding rules, the increased utilization of

resources and utility like computing resources available

throughout a large scale network. Furthermore, SDN and

NFV overcome vendor lock-in in cloud infrastructure

[359], vendor specific devices and protocols for network

elements and communication [403]. Smart cities require

modeling techniques, architectures and algorithms that

support virtualization and multiple heterogeneous ser-

vices to be hosted on a single platform [393], [408].

The smart city models must achieve a high level of

security and resilience to faults and threats. Furthermore,

these technologies cost effectively facilitate the transfor-

mation of the traditional home and business to virtual-

ized home and business. They reduce hardware devices,

specialized maintenance and support, and CAPEX and

OPEX [355]. It is important to note that, as businesses

migrate to the cloud, smart city models reduce CAPEX

but increase OPEX [419]. Therefore, in smart cities,

there is a need to find solutions for reducing OPEX costs.

Testbeds and frameworks are vital to the realization

of smart cities for simulation and experimentation. Ta-

ble XIV presents some testbeds and frameworks for sim-

ulation and experimentation [379], [382], [420]–[422]

for the enabling technologies. Some of the frameworks

have been designed for experimentation and simulation

of smart city applications, services and deployment,

while others are experimentation and simulation frame-

works for some of the enabling technologies and are

not smart city specific. Smart city specific testbeds

and frameworks must support large scale deployment,

in the order of millions of heterogeneous devices and

connections over diverse communication protocols. Nev-

ertheless, these testbeds and frameworks allow prelimi-

nary study of SDN, NFV and cloud, including various
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TABLE XIV: FRAMEWORKS USING SDN, NFV,

CLOUD COMPUTING AND THEIR APPLICABILITY

FOR SMART CITY EXPERIMENTATION

Framework / Technology Applicable to

Testbed SDN NFV Cloud Smart Cities

ADRENALINE [421] • •
CityFlow [420] • •

SELFNET [384] • • •
TRESCIMO [379] • •

CloudSimNFV [422] • •

aspects in programming, virtualization, cloud services

and dynamic resource provisioning at L2-L7 layers.

E. Insights and Research Challenges

We have discussed the essential networking and com-

puting technologies for smart cities. Inherently, the

softwarization and virtualization used by the enabling

technologies greatly reduce CAPEX and OPEX, over-

come vendor lock-in and are a step towards integration

of heterogeneous devices. However, there are various

open research challenges, limiting the realization of

smart cities. We discussed many of these open research

challenges while evaluating the enabling technologies

in the previous subsection. Here, we take a step back

and highlight critical insights and present open research

challenges from a broader perspective that will dramati-

cally increase the feasibility and realization of smart city

infrastructure, applications and services.

1) Integration of Softwarization with 5G

A critical and fundamental open research challenge

remains to integrate the Long Term Evolution (LTE) of

next generation cellular systems (i.e., 5G) into the IoT

ecosystem. The most fundamental benefit to IoT is the

promised ultra-low latency of 5G networks. This will

require a seamless integration of 5G enabled devices

with the smart devices and systems in the softwarized

IoT ecosystem. Therefore, it remains an open prob-

lem to evaluate performance of existing softwarization

technologies, such as SDN and NFV, for 5G cellular

systems [423]. It is envisaged that 5G devices will be

integrated in the IoT ecosystems as gateways to sensor

networks that offer low latency and high performance.

Thus, it is evident that the softwarized and virtualized

IoT infrastructure will have to be integrated with 5G. In

order to achieve this, there are various challenges, such

as dynamic cell configuration, load balancing, resource

management, and spectrum and transmission power as-

signment to involved cells. A fundamental problem is

the assignment of the best interconnections between

pure 5G devices and 5G enabled IoT devices, to offer

differentiated QoS. This will require activation of the

appropriate transceivers that will be involved in the

Fig. 18: IoT pyramid for a smart city.

handling of a particular situation to offer differentiated

QoS.
2) Fog Computing

Smart city infrastructure, applications and services

will need to bring cloud-like resources and computing

closer to the end-users. Primarily, this will significantly

reduce the latency and the unnecessary traffic to the

cloud. Fog computing achieves this with fog nodes,

that are generally much smaller than cloud nodes, but

more powerful than the smart devices and systems at

the extreme end of the IoT spectrum. Fog nodes offer

low latency and high performance for processing and

aggregating localized data. Therefore, an IoT fog that

spans across access, aggregation and core layers in the

network domain and the “things” of the IoT, will greatly

improve feasibility of smart cities.

Figure 18 illustrates the envisaged pyramid for an

IoT of a smart city. The voluminous data generated

by the IoT in the smart city will leverage the low-

latency and higher performance of the IoT Fog for

integration, data management and analytics necessary for

smart cities. The IoT fog will leverage virtualization,

software-defined control and flexible configuration of

integrated 5G technology with mobile edge cloud and

cloud computing to provide an agile infrastructure. This

will achieve greater connectivity, with lower latency for

smart city applications.

Therefore, leveraging softwarization and fog comput-

ing will enable an agile infrastructure that will increase

connectivity, reliability and productivity of the IoT for

smart cities.

IX. CONCLUSION

The “smartness” of a city is in essence a measure

of convergence. It is imperative to achieve convergence

of the disparate devices and systems with a unified

framework for managing data through its lifecycle. The
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ultimate goal is to improve citizens’ quality of life,

reduce cost of living and attain a sustainable environ-

ment. To this end, we review various use cases and

deployments of smart city infrastructure, application and

services and highlight the lessons learnt.

Realizing a smart city requires maturity of critical

components, such as, privacy and security, service dis-

covery, edge computing, dynamic resource provisioning,

and configuration and management of the underlying

IoT enabling the smart city. In this survey, we exten-

sively discussed data management techniques for data

acquisition, processing and dissemination. Data acqui-

sition techniques are still pending standards to enable

interoperability, consistency and reusability across het-

erogeneous devices, systems, applications and services.

Data processing techniques are employed to aggregate

data, deduce patterns for data generation and information

access and perform data analytics for streamlining the

smart city. Data dissemination techniques offer priori-

tized and differentiated access to data and information

based on the type of user, that is residential, commercial,

industrial, governmental, etc.

We thoroughly discuss softwarization and virtualiza-

tion of networking, with Cloud Computing, Software-

Defined Networking and Network Functions Virtualiza-

tion to provide freedom of deploying network func-

tions on commercial-off-the-shelf hardware rather than

proprietary hardware, agility in deployment, configura-

bility and maintenance and lower capital expenditure

costs. Throughout the survey, we identify limitations

and present research challenges for data management,

data security and privacy, and networking and computing

technologies that enable smart cities.

In conclusion, the lack of a standard definition of a

smart city eventually results in various shortcomings in

many facets of a smart city. Amongst many things, there

is lack of architecture, framework and standards for data

management, networking and computing technologies,

experimentation and simulation frameworks and facil-

ities that impede the large-scale deployment of smart

cities. The research challenges illustrate that there are

various emerging areas in smart cities that can greatly

benefit from an open, interdisciplinary, holistic approach

for designing integrated solutions for enabling smart

cities.

X. ACRONYMS

The acronyms used throughout the survey and their

definitions are listed in Table XV.
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